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Singular style
Fashion spread: Show-stopping couture in the heart of the quay

The silence from within

Freediving: Plumbing the depths of the ocean on a voyage to self-discovery

Reliving The Highlander’s halcyon days
Iconic superyacht which once hosted the great and the good to welcome
aboard a new generation of stars
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Perfect recipe for body and soul

Restaurants – The Tamarind Tree, The Sea Grape, Wine Cellar
Imaginative, varied and simply delicious, our cuisine has been praised by culinary magazines across the globe. Headed by an award-winning team,
it’s what sets us apart from the competition – and keeps our guests coming back for more.

Curtain Bluff Luxury Spa

Our tranquil 5,000sqft spa set inches from the water’s edge has four luxurious treatment rooms
each with magnificent sea views. Enjoy sipping tea brewed from herbs freshly picked from our own
garden as you prepare for your treatment. Afterwards, relax in the Jacuzzi on our open verandah
on the cliff edge with a healthy light bite.
Our acclaimed spa offers a variety of inspired facials – like our signature anti-aging Myoxy Caviar
Mask – plus body wraps, massages and beauty treatments. Enquire about our spa packages such
as the six-hour Ultimate Escape and the Couple’s Day Away.

www.curtainbluff.com
Call toll-free from US: 888-289-9898 | Call toll-free from UK: 0800-051-8956 | Call from Antigua: (+268) 462-8400
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Buongiorno Italia
Restaurant and Take Away
Open from 7:00 am to 10:00 pm
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Breakfast Lunch Dinner and homemade Icecream

Jolly Harbour, +1 268 5628573

reservation.buongiornoitalia@gmail.com

Buongiorno Italia Antigua
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www.buongiornoitalia.ag
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VANILLA DIAMONDS®
14K STRAWBERRY GOLD®

TREND:
GLADIATOR® KNOTS™

Info@AbbottsJewellery.com
Info@AbbottsJeweller
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Repeat victory for Luxury Locations

“

Lo

...the OPP Awards reward
the “best and brightest” stars
in the overseas residential
property industry.”

exclusive addresses.
Meanwhile, all signals point to another
buoyant year ahead for our property
industry. We were delighted to take on two
more major exclusives in the shape of the
acclaimed Tamarind Hills development
along with homes at the Blue Waters
resort as we bolster our position as market
leaders.
Luxury Locations’ CEO Sam Dyson
said: “Momentum continues to build in key
housing markets worldwide which is great
news for investors everywhere. With prices
still relatively low here – and the holiday
rental market doing better than ever – more
and more people are choosing Antigua to
buy a second home.”
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f there’s a better way to start 2015
galvanised and reenergised than more
esteemed awards for our dynamic team
we’re yet to find it.
Luxury Locations was honoured
to defend its title as one of the globe’s
leading real estate agencies at November’s
prestigious Overseas Property Professionals
(OPP) Awards in London.
Once again, we fought off challengers
from far and wide to reclaim our gong as
third best real estate agency in the world
– and took home a silver in the regional
category for good measure too.

ns

Another double win at prestigious international property awards

Company founder Nadia Dyson said:
“Antigua is hard to beat on price. There
are few places in the world that you can
still buy a waterfront property with a boat
dock in a desirable gated community with
excellent amenities for just US$250,000.
“Over the last year we have
experienced an unprecedented level of
sales. Coupled with the surge in interest
from large-scale developers, all indications
are that a bright future is ahead.” n

Luxury Locations’ CEO Sam Dyson (centre) and founder Nadia Dyson accept the awards at the ceremony in London
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The double victory – just five and a
half years after setting up business – is a
coup d’eclat not just for us but for Antigua
& Barbuda too, reinforcing its might on the
international stage.
Now in their seventh year, the OPP
Awards reward the “best and brightest” stars
in the overseas residential property industry.
Entrants in 38 categories were judged by
a panel of experts with winners presented
with their trophies at a glittering ceremony
at Novotel London West on November 28.
For us, the awards were the crowning
glory on a string of successes in an
exceptionally auspicious year. Last summer
saw Luxury Locations facilitate the land
sale for the country’s first mega resort – a
development slated to be worth US$3bn
over the next decade. And one of our
exclusive listings – the US$250m Pearns
Point resort and residential project – earned
a spot in Elite Traveler magazine’s roundup of the world’s best developments. Sales
continue to progress for Pearns Point,
tipped to become one of the globe’s most
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Letter from the Editor

R

Also within these pages is a special tribute to our spectacular
ocean-inspired pastimes, such as the unique introspection found
freediving and the inspiring story behind the national sailing
academy which has transformed the lives of hundreds of local
youngsters. As always, our colourful party pages highlight the best
of the social calendar, including Carnival 2014 and an interview
with one of its most popular faces, homegrown soca star Ricardo
Drue.
It’s been another hugely successful year for our hard-working
team here at Luxury Locations. We were immensely proud to
cement our position as market leaders with a repeat win at the
Overseas Property Professionals Awards in London, retaining the
accolade of third best real estate agency in the world. Our efforts
have also spawned a wealth of international publicity such as the
naming of the Pearns Point project as among the world’s finest
developments by Elite Traveler magazine - the only one in the
Caribbean to make the top 50.
With a growing economy and a booming property market,
investors’ eyes remain firmly focused on this once esoteric corner
of the globe, attracting ever more people to its shores. To sum up
then, I will simply say – in the words of my mother, one who knows
only too well the magnetic allure of our enchanting islands – love
Antigua and Antigua will love you back.
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arely is writer’s block so acute as when attempting to
encapsulate this tiny nation – which is actually a giant
of a place – in a few words. Even the entire 120 pages of
this magazine can only offer a small sample of what our multidimensional twin island country has to offer. To describe the beauty
of our waters and the breathtaking beaches which fringe them
would be to do it a disservice (besides, you know that already). The
appeal of this culturally rich, diverse land goes far beyond what
nature blessed it with.
It’s seen in its inherent grassroots charm, the genuine hospitality
of its warm-natured people and a dialect spoken nowhere else on
earth. It’s in the resplendent green of our woodlands and the bounty
of engaging wildlife. It’s found too in an endless choice of activities
to enthrall everyone from sailors to spa worshippers, history buffs
to bird watchers, adrenaline seekers to culture junkies. But the very
heart of Antigua’s ‘Antigua-ness’ is that intangible something, one
that can never be put into words. Because the best things are those
not seen or touched but felt with the heart, right?
Among our 90,000-strong population, an innate entrepreneurial
spirit thrives, evidenced in the ubiquitous informal stalls that line
our vibrant streets to the upscale couture outlets of Heritage Quay
that could give St Barts a run for its money. That’s why our seventh
issue of Luxury Locations The Magazine features some of the
exceptional shopping experiences here, like the Coco Shop, the
country’s first souvenir outlet, in operation since 1949.

Gemma

If you would like to advertise in Luxury Locations. The Magazine, or have any editorial content that you feel would benefit our
audience, please contact either advertising@luxurylocations.com or editorial@luxurylocations.com

Reliving The Highlander’s halcyon days		
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One woman’s mission to teach Antiguan children to sail
PAGE 50

Finding Eden
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Le Bistro

Hodge’s Bay, St. John’s, Antigua
T: (268) 462 3881
F: (268) 461 5543
E: pgbistro@candw.ag

French Restaurant
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www.antigualebistro.com

Experience a real sense of occasion
Le Bistro, Antigua’s �irst authentic French restaurant, was opened in 1981.
Since then, their popularity, with both visitors and locals, has never waned.
Today, Le Bistro is, and remains one of Antigua’s most frequented
restaurants. Eating here is close to luxurious perfection.

Your evening will be �illed with French chic and Caribbean zest, as Le Bistro
always puts luxury on a plate.

Lo

You’ll experience a real sense of occasion and a heartfelt welcome with every
visit. Upon entering the restaurant, be prepared to enjoy the elegant, tropical
surroundings of the dining room and bar. They are both irresistibly alluring
and beautifully romantic. Relax and enjoy a seamless dinner, complete with a
supremely polished and personalized service from your host Philippa and
the rest of the staff. It will be hard to choose from the medley of outstanding
cuisine, but the Antiguan lobster dishes come highly recommended. The
handcrafted desserts are always to die for and genuine wine lovers will be
impressed with the superb range of French vintages and Champagne.

The Owner and Chef, Patrick Gauducheau, hails from Vendée, the heart of
France’s �inest gastronomic regions. Chef Patrick has worked at many �ine
restaurants before coming to Le Bistro, including The Restaurant Le Rive
Bleu, Golf Hotel Montreux and Hotel Conte Vevey in Switzerland; the Cable
Beach Wyndham Hotel in the Bahamas, The French Quarter Restaurant and
the Hodges Club in Antigua, and The Reading Room in Saratoga, New York.
He’ll intrigue and captivate your senses!

Open Tuesday - Sunday from 6:30pm with last orders at 10:30pm.
Closed on Mondays.

“From slinky swimwear to hammocks, this
little boutique stocks all you need for fun
in the sun.” – Wallpaper* magazine
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The latest collections from
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Manuel Canovas, Melissa Odabash, Lotty B, Star Mela,
Beach Candy, Vilebrequin, Pink House, Sundek, Reef,
Spektre sunglasses & Hiho

Clothing, swimwear, sunglasses,
hats, shoes, gifts and accessories
for men and women
Nelson’s Dockyard (next to Galley Bar)

Pigeon Beach (next to Catherine’s Café)

Tel (268) 728 4158

Tel (268) 771 0888
info@galleyboutique.com
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The alternative guide to Antigua & Barbuda
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The bits the guide books don’t tell you
F is also for Food

I is for ‘Island Time’

If anyone can weave their way around
potholes, puddles and foolhardy
pedestrians with impressive precision
it’s the bus drivers. Taking a ride is an
experience. Official stops may be far and
few between – but yelling a hearty ‘bus
stop!’ somewhere around the place you
want to get off works just as well.

Antiguans love to cook. Local food is
fresh, largely additive-free and bursting
with flavour. Pepperpot, the national dish,
is a delicious stew of salted meat and
veg boiled to a soupy finish. Pulling up
roadside and sampling some authentic fare
is a must for any culinary explorer.

‘Time’ is little more than an ambiguous turn
of phrase. If someone implies something
will take place ‘in 10 minutes’ do not take
this literally. Ditto ‘soon’ and ‘tomorrow’.
Adopt the patience of Job and know it
will happen eventually. After a while you
will reach this inevitable conclusion:
wristwatches are a stifling invention.
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B is for Buses

C is for Chat

D is for Dialect

Lo

As in the ones that begin between two
drivers travelling in
opposite directions in
the middle of the road,
with blithe disregard for
fellow motorists. Try to
relax. Are you really in
that much of a hurry?

L is for Lime

H is for Helpfulness
Lending a voluntary hand is the default
setting for Antiguans, whether it’s offering
directions or help shifting your car out of
the sand. Ask any expat why they moved
here and they almost unanimously answer:
the people.
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English may be the official language but
don’t be surprised to hear a local patois
version. In its mildest form it’s fairly
negotiable – just a heavy accent and
personal pronouns scrambled enough
to make your third grade teacher faint in
shock. At full strength it’s a wonderful mix
of broken English interspersed with African
words – and spoken at accelerated speed.

F is for Fetes

These rousing,
rambunctious affairs
usually featuring live
performers put the country
firmly on the party map.
If you’re lucky enough to
be here in July, you’ll find
a plethora of high-energy
pre-Carnival shindigs,
themed around everything
from ‘breakfast’ and
‘beach coolers’ to ‘wet’
and ‘white’.
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Revellers take note. To ‘lime’ is to party.
Typically the impromptu, casual kind,
rather than anything hardcore and energetic
(see ‘F’ for that one). And you thought it
was just a fruit.

The alternative guide to Antigua & Barbuda
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We may be small but we’re teeming with talent. Homegrown musical maestros who’ve
made it big internationally include soca stars Tizzy, Claudette ‘CP Peters, Ricardo Drue
and Tian Winter, along with rapper LogiQ Pryce and live act Asher Otto and Itchy Feet
(pictured). Don’t miss the chance to see them perform.
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M is for Music

R is also for Rum

S is for Sport

Unofficial ones. Three-point turns are a
team sport here. Barely a manoeuvre is
complete without at least one passerby
appointing himself captain of the
parking squad using a variety of helpful
gesticulations as you navigate yourself
out of a tight (or even a not so tight) spot.
Female drivers are particularly likely to
encounter them. (Reread ‘H’).

It is the Caribbean after all. But actually
ours deserves a special mention as one
of the region’s most widely exported.
The secret to the award-winning English
Harbour rum lies in the fact the distillery is
the only one in the Caribbean that still uses
traditional continuous column copper stills.

Gym junkies, football fans, even
bodybuilding buffs will find plenty of
facilities and an abundance of willing
accomplices and opponents. And that’s
before we get to the sailing and the cricket.
Antigua now has four knighted cricketers;
in February 2014, Richie Richardson,
Andy Roberts and Curtly Ambrose joined
the ranks of legendary player Sir Vivian
Richards in receiving the honour.

Lo

P is for Parking Attendants

ry

R is for Roads
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Expected the unexpected. Between the
potholes, the dodgy patch-ups, and the
livestock – not to mention the notoriously
indecisive mongoose which get halfway
across before having an apparent change
of heart – our sidewalk-shunning roads are
fraught with surprises. Car indicator lights?
Purely for decoration. Best take it slow; it’s
the journey not the destination, right?

U is for Umbrella
Take one with you. You never know when the heavens will
unexpectedly open; tropical rain is what keeps our islands so
gorgeously green. Failing that, try dancing in it. It won’t be
long before the sun’s back out in all its glory.
11
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Reliving The Highlander’s halcyon days		
decades, well-heeled clientele aboard, on
what Forbes dubbed his ‘capitalist tour’.
Last year the amphibious icon became
available for charter for the first time ever,
after being bought by American financier
Roberto de Guardiola in 2012. She’s since
undergone a major refit, been renamed
Highlander (‘the’ was ditched in line with
her more playful, less corporate feel) and,
at time of press, was set to slink a graceful
entry into Antigua for December’s annual
Yacht Charter Show.
Anyone with US$215,000 a week to
spare can absorb themselves and 11 guests
in her effortlessly cool six staterooms, uberluxurious lounges and sundeck, revel in
the outdoor Jacuzzi and launch themselves
with glee onto Highlander’s heady array of
aquatic toys and inflatable gym.
Undeniably plush, yes, but a far more
restrained version of the brazen ostentation
displayed by her former owner who died
in 1990. Forbes was, after all, a man who
also owned a private plane the size of a

commercial jet, a fleet of Harley-Davidsons
and a French chateau. For his 70th birthday
he famously forked out US$2.5m to fly
1,000 pals to Tangier for a wingding
featuring 600 drummers, acrobats, dancers
and a cavalry.
Under his guardianship, The Highlander
was a flamboyant floating retreat with
padded-leather ceilings, Chippendale
antiques, and paintings by Raoul Dufy and
Thomas Gainsborough, prompting one
creative journalist to describe it as “a kind
of monument to enlightened greed.” On
the top deck was a helipad for Forbes’s
glistening gold chopper.
Designed by seminal Australian yacht
maestro Jon Bannenberg – which is a bit
like having a home mural by Michelangelo
– the vessel was constructed by luxury
manufacturer Feadship. That heritage alone
was enough to justify its US$11.5m price
tag, and pique the interest of tycoon de
Guardiola and his interior designer wife
Joanne.
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ith her sleek silhouette and
burnished angular lines, she’s
one of the most recognisable
superyachts in the world. In fact, her
architectural fame is usurped only by her
esteemed guest list which once read like
a who’s who of showbusiness, royalty and
politics.
HRH Prince Charles, President Ronald
Reagan, Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher,
along with movie stars Robert de Niro,
Elizabeth Taylor and Harrison Ford and
musicians Mick Jagger and Paul McCartney,
are just some of the venerable voyagers to
have graced The Highlander’s distinguished
decks.
The then 150ft vessel started life
in 1986 amid the furore of the nascent
material world, her green colour said to
exemplify the colour of money. Built for
media mogul Malcolm Forbes – a man
whose lavish tastes could make Roman
Abramovich look thrifty – she perambulated
the USA’s east coast for more than two
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Iconic superyacht which once hosted the great and the good to welcome aboard a new
generation of stars

Heritage Quay St JoHn’S, antigua
268.462.3462 www.ColombianemeraldS.Com
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Advertising copyright © 2014 ALOR International LTD. All designs copyright © ALOR International LTD.
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foot hydraulic platform which can be raised
for diving or just watching the sunset.
Making Highlander ‘friendlier’ also
meant relaxing the formal layout by
opening up the main deck. The latter was
thoroughly stripped, with floors, ceilings
and walls removed, and chic white Angire
and dark wedge interiors installed to create
a more contemporary decor. Gone are the
Dufys and Gainsboroughs, replaced by
original pop art canvases.
The main salon spans the boat’s full
width, with the master cabin – a bright
creamy-coloured sanctuary occupying the
erstwhile observation area – bordering the
bow. Towards the stern end are an open
staircase and a media room. Downstairs,
the six guest cabins, each with en-suite
bathroom, and five crew cabins are
separated by the engine room.
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The de Guardiolas’ ensuing 18-month
gut renovation included lengthening
the hull by 12 feet to give the boat an
extended length of just over 162ft. The
couple, who have four children between
them, were keen to make Highlander more
utilitarian. As Joanne told Architectural
Digest: “Highlander didn’t really suit a
family’s needs; it was built for corporate
entertaining.” She added: “Everything I did
had to be seamless with Bannenberg’s work
–which is what attracted me to the boat in
the first place.”
Back in the 1980s, if guests wanted
to swim they had to jump over the side.
The new stern enables a more civilised
entry into the water – reducing the risk
of a wardrobe malfunction - via stadium
seating-style steps.
Adjacent to the steps is a ten-by-five-

“

Her vintage status and quintessential elegance will
appeal to those of refined tastes with an appreciation
for her colourful past.”

14
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Reliving The Highlander’s halcyon days
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Reliving The Highlander’s halcyon days
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These days, while Highlander’s interior
may have had a make-over, it’s undoubtedly
the stories of her halcyon days that will
continue to enrapture an adoring public.
Forbes once said: “On a yacht like The
Highlander you can establish the kind of
rapport you don’t achieve talking across a
desk.” After his death, his sons carried on
the tradition of using the vessel to entertain
the powerful, influential and downright
filthy rich.
Last year the family was among the
first to congratulate the de Guardiolas on
the restoration, saying: “The entire Forbes
family is thrilled to see the iconic yacht,
created by Jon Bannenberg for our late
father, not only being cherished by its new
owners, but also stunningly adapted to the
needs of 21st century family life.”
Their approval is sure to have been
welcomed by the de Guardiolas who said,
while Malcolm Forbes may no longer be
on board, his “visionary personality” is still
“very much alive”. n
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boat, towable tube and an eight-person
Aquaglide Rockit – this a sort of bouncy
castle-jungle gym hybrid. If the Rockit is not
exhausting enough, the owners have also
thoughtfully provided a gym complete with
treadmill, free weights and training bench.
With a cruising speed of 13 knots – a
gentle 15mph – Highlander’s target market
is not white-knuckle thrill-seekers. Her
vintage status and quintessential elegance
will appeal to those of refined tastes with
an appreciation for her colourful past.
Nicholas Edmiston, through whose
eponymous broker firm the superyacht
is available for charter, described her as
“glamour personified”.
“The yacht has been an iconic location
for some of the world’s greatest political
powerbrokers and socialites,” the Edmiston
founder and chairman said. “Her distinctive
history is reason enough for chartering but
I think many people will also be attracted
by her extensive facilities, so that they can
entertain just as Forbes did in the late 1980s.”

Lo

The sundeck was also extended to add
extra places for relaxation and al fresco
schmoozing.
A number of technological advances
were made too, in keeping with
Highlander’s fresh modern edge. These
included Quantum zero-speed stabilisers
for ultra-smooth cruising, an upgraded
pilothouse, an eco-friendly sewage system,
LED lighting, new air-conditioning,
extensive WiFi facilities and a state-of-theart audio video system.
Not even Forbes’ custom-made
cigarette boat escaped the facelift. Her
5.8m frame has been entirely refitted and
painted jet black with a bold red centre
stripe. Potential guests wishing to emulate
the lives of the great and the good will also
be appeased by Highlander’s 6.7m Donzi
which seats 12 people.
Other nautical novelties include a 3.7m
inflatable dinghy, two Yamaha VX Cruisers,
two Seabob underwater jetskis, kayaks, a
paddle board, wakeboard and skis, banana

17
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Villa Capri raises the bar on style

“

Lo

I loved the seclusion and the
quietness; you can really enjoy
your privacy here.”

“There are no houses in front so you
can see the whole of the beach,” he said. “I
loved the seclusion and the quietness; you
can really enjoy your privacy here.
“The villa was built by an Italian
team of designers using excellent
quality materials which complement
the mountainside; there’s a lot of
wood and natural materials so it’s very
environmentally friendly.”
Inside, the Italian theme is continued,
evident in the luxurious fittings and
furnishings especially imported from the styleconscious European nation. The open-plan,
air-conditioned interior was thoughtfully
designed to maximise natural light and
the area’s gentle trade winds, with vaulted
ceilings, neutral colours and an abundance of
windows and glass sliding doors.
Completed in 2008, Villa Capri boasts
a generous 7,500 sqft of living space,
complete with vast lounge and dining
area, a spacious modern kitchen with
professional stainless steel appliances, an
entertainment room, and gym with its own
bathroom. All four bedrooms have en-suite
bathrooms and verandahs.
Outside, the mature gardens are a
vision of luscious foliage and fruit trees
including mango and banana. Anyone who
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hether Villa Capri’s arresting
style can be attributed to its
creators’ exquisite taste – or
the fact that fashion designer Giorgio
Armani is a neighbour – is debatable.
One thing that isn’t moot – regardless of
the need to keep up with the Armanis – is
that this four-bedroom hillside home with
separate guest quarters occupies one of the
country’s finest settings. The fact that it’s
also a feat of indescribable elegance and
sophistication is an added perk.
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Characterised by clean, simple, modern
lines, Villa Capri takes its place among
tropical vegetation, ablaze with colour,
afore an expanse of bold azure waters.
Couched in the heart of the exclusive
Galley Bay Heights gated community,
renowned for its jaw-dropping panoramic
vistas, this takes luxury living to new
heights.
For owner Paul Coronis, it was the
unrivalled view which proved the definitive
factor when choosing a location to build.

18
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Italian inspiration

Italian inspiration
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loves the great outdoors will be enchanted
by the myriad places from which to soak
up the sights and sounds of Antigua’s
magnificent north-west coastline. A large
sundeck with comfortable furniture, dining
area and infinity pool is the perfect spot for
relaxation, entertaining or just watching the
famed sunsets.
Paul, who put Villa Capri on the market
after moving to Greece, added that there is
one aspect of the place he will miss most of
all.
“I usually stay in the guest quarters
on the bottom level. It feels even more
secluded there – the ideal spot to escape
from it all and recharge.” n

Call Luxury Locations on
(+268) 562-8174 for more information
or to arrange a viewing.
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Villa Capri is listed for sale at
US$4,500,000.
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SENSE.
LIVE.
Life’s Little Luxuries
It’s all me me me.
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Everyone needs a little ‘me’ time. Whether looking to pamper yourself, spoil a loved one rotten or avoid a
partner’s wrath by forgetting Valentine’s Day again, here are our top recommendations for R&R and TLC. After
all, a spot of indulgence never hurt anyone.

2 Custom-made couture

Immortalise your fur babies
(or someone else’s) with
a pet portrait by Antiguan
artist Gilly Gobinet. The
British-born painter – and
proud owner of five dogs –
captures “animals’ character
and spirit” in acrylic or
watercolour. Portraits are
produced from a high res
photograph and take around
two weeks to complete.
Prices vary.

Want to be a style icon? Do it like
the stars and have a dress designed
especially for you. Allow Antiguan
designer Adalia Joseph to work
her couture magic and create a
one-of-a-kind gown guaranteed to
turn heads and flatter every curve.
Adalia prides herself on fashioning
sensuous silhouettes for every body
type and every occasion. Garments take around two days to
complete with prices starting from just US$100.
Call (+268) 734-6024.
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Visit www.gillygobinet.com
or call (+268) 464-6084.
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2 Animal artistry
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2 Breathe... and relax
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They say time moves more slowly at Curtain Bluff. And with four
spa treatment rooms each with incandescent sea views set within
5,000sqft of tranquil perfection, it’s easy to see why. Treat yourself
and your other half to a couple’s day featuring a 90-minute
massage, instant repair facial, pedicure and a tropical wrap. Round
it off with champagne and hors d’oeuvres on the balcony of the
spa’s double suite.
Visit www.curtainbluff.com or call (+268) 462-8400.

2 Release your inner rock star
We hear Jimmy Page may be looking for a jamming partner.
Best ditch the air guitar and treat yourself to a day in a recording
studio. With enough high-tech equipment to impress Tim
Cook, Irie Fire Studio in Hodges Bay has everything you need
to mix, edit, programme and produce. Drums, guitars, amps,
synthesisers and microphones are all available for hire. Ask
nicely and they’ll even provide some back-up musicians.
Packages start at EC$120 per hour.
Visit www.iriefirestudio.com or call Hani Hechme on
(+268) 732-7893.
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Life’s Little Luxuries

2 Up close and personal gastronomy

Call (+268) 720-6289.

Email paradicecatering@gmail.com or call (+268) 732-2421.
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Beauty skills barely progressed since Lil Miss Makeup Doll? Don’t
risk turning up to that swish soiree looking like an after-dark panic
attack in Debenhams’ cosmetic department. Enlist the skills of
make-up artist Natalie Fuchs who can perform facial alchemy and
transform you from stale to sensational quicker than you can say
‘electric orange lipstick’.

Treat yourself to
gourmet dining –
without leaving the
house. When he’s
not rapping, Vincent
‘LogiQ’ Pryce is
flexing his other
creative muscle.
Specialising in
exquisite Caribbean
cuisine and seafood
dishes like snapper
ceviche, steamed
snapper in lemon and
herb sauce, and panseared mahi mahi, his
private chef service is
ideal for everything
from a romantic meal
for two to a corporate cocktail party. A four-course meal for four
people is US$150 plus the cost of ingredients.

Lo

2 Make me over

2 Perfect your putt
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Mark Twain believed nothing spoiled a good walk like a round of
golf. Happily, Jolly Harbour’s 18-hole course offers a pretty good
venue for both. Seize the opportunity to improve your swing
with golf pro Vincent Edwards first – a half hour lesson is US$50
– before hitting the green with renewed swagger. The course is
open from 7am to 6pm daily. Last tee-off time is 3pm.
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Visit www.jollyharbourantigua.com/golf or call Vincent Bell on
(+268) 464-0973.

2 Day of decadence
Absorb yourself in the understated elegance and halcyon
surrounds of the award-winning Carlisle Bay resort. If sublime
cuisine overlooking one of Antigua’s finest beaches, relaxing by
the pool or the luxurious library, followed by a round of tennis
or paddle boarding sounds like your idea of heaven, a day pass
is just the ticket. The cost per person is US$95 (plus 25 per cent
tax and service charge) which includes a three-course lunch and
drinks, and use of resort facilities from 10am-6pm.
Email reservations@carlisle-bay.com or call (+268) 484-0000.
21

SPLASH.

Dropping anchor at Admiral’s
chance to become certified with the Royal
Yachting Association, along with various
marine-themed activities like romantic
sunset cruises, dinghy sailing or even a
jaunt on its majestic Thai long-tail boat.
Guests wanting extra privacy can opt
to stay in the adjacent beautifully restored
former gunpowder store with its own
infinity swimming pool, daybeds and
restaurant, Boom.
“People love the romance and the
waterfront setting of Admiral’s,” Astrid
continues. “Both locations are great for
events like weddings too; our iconic pillars
make fantastic photos.”
From December each year, when the
Yacht Charter Show kicks off a new sailing
season, English Harbour comes alive as
visitors and vessels flood into the area.
Admiral’s stages a number of special events
from captains’ dinners to traditional gig
racing complete with cream tea.
It may be more than 200 years since the
neighbourhood’s most notable inhabitant
frequented the place. But, if the numbers
of maritime enthusiasts who continue to
follow in his footsteps are anything to go
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by, the nautical theme remains alive and
well.
“The inn is steeped in history,” Astrid
adds. “It’s like going back in time but with
modern amenities. It feels like the walls can
talk to you.
“For me personally, the view from
the terrace of Pillars restaurant cannot be
beaten. When the moon comes up behind
Shirley Heights and casts a glow over the
water it’s quite magical. Whether you’re
dining or just sitting relaxing, watching
the frigate birds and the boats, it’s truly
spectacular.” n
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ack in the days when Chubby
Checker and the Beatles filled the
airwaves and flower power was still
an earnest crusade, Antigua was the hotbed
of a newly flourishing sailing industry.
And for the nascent yachties with their
postwar boom dollars, there was only one
place to wine, dine, sleep and schmooze.
Today the island’s reputation as a sailing
hub is firmly cemented. Where the tradition
also continues is Admiral’s Inn’s status
as host of many of the accompanying
festivities.
The elegant boutique hotel’s seafaring
links actually date back much further still.
Its three buildings were constructed in
the late 18th century as part of Nelson’s
Dockyard shortly after the famous viscount
made landfall aboard HMS Boreas. The
main building – erected from bricks used as
ballast in ships – housed engineers’ offices
upstairs while the ground floor was used to
store pitch, turpentine and lead.
With its impressive heritage and
whimsical grace it’s little surprise Admiral’s
was recently named one of the top 10
historic hotels in the Caribbean by USA
Today.
Co-director Astrid Deeth says its
uniqueness lies in its English country house
feel offset by the tropical setting. “It’s a
wonderful combination of casual elegance
and historical charm. We are the antithesis
of all-inclusive resorts; we’re not cookie
cutter, we offer a very personal and friendly
high level of service.
“The hotel is in the heart of the sailing
action, yet very peaceful and serene. Our
stunning rooms, pool and spa make it
an ideal place to relax before and after a
yacht charter, or to participate in one of the
major events hosted in the area, such as
the Classic Yacht Regatta or the RORC 600
race.”
Admirals also offers aspiring sailors the
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Sailing, serenity and style are all to be found at the little place with the lofty past
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The Admiral’s Inn & Gunpowder Suites
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Nelson’s Dockyard ~ English Harbour
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A charming historic boutique hotel with a spectacular infinity
edged pool, spa & choice of two exceptional restaurants

INFINITY EDGED POOL & SPA
Relax! Lounge in a sunbed, swim
in the pool, enjoy a massage & sip
a delicious cocktail!
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PILLARS RESTAURANT
Serving fresh, locally sourced
food on an al fresco,
water front terrace.

BOOM RESTAURANT
Enjoy a scrumptious poolside
lunch with fantastic views
over Nelson’s Dockyard

Available for parties, weddings & other special occasions

+ 1 268 460 1027

reservations@admiralsinnantigua.com ~ www.admiralsinnantigua.com

SENSE.
LIVE.
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Sweet serenity
Sugar Ridge’s spellbinding style is no illusion
you don’t even have to leave the resort if
you don’t want to, everything is right here.”
With its idyllic west coast location,
overlooking the charming township of
Jolly Harbour and a magnificent expanse
of aquamarine sea, the resort ticks most
boxes on the ‘dream holiday’ checklist on
positioning alone.
Its stylish boutique hotel is
complemented by a high-tech gym,
luxuriant Aveda-branded spa, pool and
sundeck melded into a backdrop of
emerald hills, and two restaurants including
the esteemed fine dining establishment
Carmichael’s.
But insouciant as it may be, it’s
not all about rest and relaxation here.
The invigorating surrounds are deemed
conducive to business too. A new
conference centre which opened in
October offers stylish, state-of-the-art
facilities for groups up to 60 in the main
room with a smaller space for more
intimate gatherings. Complete with
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Bewitched by Sugar Ridge: Harry Potter star Daniel
Radcliffe
© Featureflash / Dreamstime.com - Daniel Radcliffe,The Kills Photo

video and audio equipment, telephones,
podiums, flip charts, soft lighting and airconditioning, it’s quiet, comfortable and
utilitarian.
For Mr Linton, guest satisfaction is
like olives in a dirty martini: an essential
component for any hospitality professional
worth their salt.
“From the moment a guest walks in the
door, someone must be there to greet them
and make sure every need is fulfilled and
every expectation exceeded,” he says.
With 30 years in the industry, Mr
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t may be a far cry from Hogwarts
(and distinctly less spooky) but the
enchanting Sugar Ridge resort certainly
had Harry Potter star Daniel Radcliffe under
its spell.
The 25-year-old British actor was
the latest celebrity to enjoy a salubrious
sojourn recently at the luxurious complex
which boasts some of the island’s most
impressive vistas and has redefined serenity.
A spot of lunch at the hotel’s informal
eatery Sugar Club was the order of the day
for Daniel and friends who later soaked up
the tropical scenery poolside.
Antigua attracts its fair share of
celebrities. And with first-rate facilities,
understated elegance and a laidback,
welcoming ambience, Sugar Ridge is a firm
favourite among A-listers and the wellheeled.
General manager Terrence Linton says
privacy is a major factor. “It’s exclusive,
secluded, and away from the hustle and
bustle of town. Because it’s all-inclusive

24
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Sweet serenity

I have a real passion for the
Sugar Ridge property. It has
all the elements needed to be
ranked among the best resorts
in the world.”

He admits he was initially a little
flabbergasted, but continues: “That’s what
she wanted so that’s what we did. The
day she flew in, she spotted the revamped
barge from the helicopter. I was there when
she landed; she ran straight over to it and
started taking photos. And then she ran

ry
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“

back to me, gave me a great big hug and
said ‘you’ve done it’! I felt quite emotional.”
These days, helping dreams come true
is all in a day’s work for Mr Linton and his
team. In addition to executing halcyon
holidays, the new chief is looking forward
to extending the resort’s philanthropic
efforts too with local disadvantaged
youngsters among those set to benefit.
“I have a real passion for the Sugar
Ridge property. It has all the elements
needed to be ranked among the best resorts
in the world. Daniel Radcliffe was certainly
impressed,” he adds.
That’s music to the ears of anyone
planning a vacation or considering
purchasing one of the resort’s 54 home
plots. Buyers can opt for a pre-designed
property or draw up their own. With
professional assistance from Sugar Ridge’s
top-notch development team every step of
the way – and jaw-dropping vistas from the
villas’ hillside vantage point – the results
are guaranteed to be magical.
Not even the boy wizard can beat that. n
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Resort for her wedding while I was in
charge there,” Mr Linton smiles. “She’d
spotted a rusty old cargo barge which she
decided she wanted to use to transport 52
guests from Codrington to Lighthouse Bay.
She wanted it all in white and fitted with
lights, décor, cushions, plants and music to
sail her guests gently across the lagoon. I
had to make sure it was transformed into a
Rolls Royce.”

Lo

Linton knows a thing or two about keeping
customers happy. He worked his way
through the ranks – and the region - before
joining the Sugar Ridge team in August.
Originally from Ocho Rios, Jamaica,
he spent several years in high-end resorts
in the British Virgin Islands, followed by a
three-year stint as GM at the Lighthouse
Bay Resort in Barbuda.
Three decades indulging the whims of
demanding clientele has done nothing to
dampen his zeal for his work.
“I have immense passion for the
industry, for serving people, making things
happen and having happy guests,” he says.
“There’s been ups and downs over the
years, tears and laughter, but I still love it.
In this industry you always need a smile on
your face and be committed to going the
extra mile, no matter what.”
Asked about some of the most
memorable challenges during his career,
there’s one that stands out in particular.
“The daughter of some special longstanding clients chose Lighthouse Bay
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LOOK.

The Luxe List
US$1,695

Rich with detail, this sterling silver dragon
head bracelet on a rectangular chain is exotic,
commanding and dramatic – just like the
man to wear it. John Hardy’s ‘sustainable
luxury’ pieces incorporate traditional Balinese
techniques with modern design concepts. This
bold manacle - part of the Naga collection –
symbolises luck and prosperity.

2 TIMELESS ALLURE
US$15,200

2 CELESTIAL SCENT
US$80 for 90ml

The latest offering from French designer Thierry
Mugler’s seminal line, Alien Eau Extraordinaire
is billed as a smoldering elixir blending
sensuality with radiant splendour. The woman
to wear this powerful seduction-in-a-bottle
could probably render a man helpless with a
single cursory glance. Its amber, woody yet
floral fragrance inspires the imagination and
energises the senses.
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Available from Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery
in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 462-3107.
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2 EXQUISITE TALISMAN
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From must-haves to just-wants, we searched the island to
find you the coolest, sexiest and most stylish items worthy
of the Luxe List.

Available from Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery
in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 462-3107.
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Technical perfection meets sporty elegance in this impossibly stylish unisex
wristwatch from luxury Swiss brand Carl F. Bucherer. A modern and infinitely
beautiful interpretation of a classic timepiece, the Patravi chrono dial with diamond
bezel is for the successful man and confident lady. Time to start dropping some
Valentine’s Day hints.
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Available from Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 462-3107.
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2 PIMP YOUR CART
Price on request

Like the ease of a golf cart but want something a little – erm – zippier? Try the
new 2015 Yamaha Adventurer Sport 2+2 for size. With electronic fuel injection
system, smooth acceleration, lighter chassis, and the industry’s largest and most
comfortable seating of its kind, this nifty mover redefines comfort, reliability
and performance. Pimp it up with alloys and supersize wheels and tyres. Stirling
Moss, eat your heart out.
Available at Outdoor World in Old Parham Road, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 460-7211.
www.outdoorworldantigua.com

2 SPIRITED STATEMENT
Price on request

A vision in black stainless steel, 18K white gold and diamonds, this
audacious lady’s bracelet from Alor leaves no one in any doubt who’s
leading the pack. The Californian brand’s signature deluxe simplicity
will appeal to the dynamic, trailblazing female who’s always in vogue.
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Available from Colombian Emeralds International in Heritage Quay,
St John’s. Tel: (+268) 462-3462
www.colombianemeralds.com

2 AIRY FAIRY

Lo

Prices on request

Be effortlessly cool – whatever the
temperature – in this fabulously
floaty rose-coloured kaftan. Wait
for a breeze (and an audience)
before flinging it off Beyoncestyle to reveal the cheeky little
two-piece underneath. Both
are the creation of Mustiquebased designer Lotty B whose
vibrant resort wear is known for
its intricate craftsmanship and
elegant-chic presentation.
Available at Galley Boutique in
Nelson’s Dockyard, Tel: (+268)
728-4158 and Pigeon Beach,
Tel: (+268) 771-0888.
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2 PLIANT PROTECTION
From US$30
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Whether you’re super sporty or exceedingly clumsy, the most
rambunctious exploits are no match for these BlueWater Sharx shades
with bendy frames and scratch-resistant coating. The polarised lenses
and UV400 filter offer maximum protection from the sun - and prevent
squinting ruining your holiday snaps.
Available from Aqua Sports in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 462-3474.
www.aquasportsantigua.com

2 GO FOR GOLD
US$2,999

Beauty doesn’t get much more indulgent than a 24K gold face
mask. The use of real gold flakes is said to firm the skin, restore
moisture and reverse cell damage from toxins. This luxurious pack
of 12 monthly treatments from Brilliance New York is fitness boot
camp for your face.
Available from Yofi in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 562-8373.
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Standing the test of time
How the art of traditional watchmaking helps keep Abbotts ticking
spare parts all stored in glass cases the
size of matchboxes. There’s also a water
pressure testing appliance, a high-tech
cleaning machine and a polisher, the latter
locked away in a separate room to avoid
microscopic bits of stray lint scuppering
Roger’s efforts.
This unique service and repairs
department plays a special role in keeping
the long-running family-owned-andoperated jewellers ticking.
Roger’s expertise is such that an
unfixable watch is a rarity. Common
battery-operated models are a “walk
in the park”. Others, like the high-end
chronographs, are more complex.
“Ninety per cent of the time I find the
problem,” he says. In the unusual event he
can’t, the watch is sent to the manufacturer
for further evaluation. “I enjoy the
challenge but I also like the great sense of
satisfaction when I finish one, knowing the
customer will be happy and that I did a
good job.”
He recently completed a service on
a 50-year-old vintage watch and another
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n a sunlit office overlooking the
colourful rooftops of St John’s, Roger
Fane is peering through a magnifier at
a miscellany of tiny metal pieces.
Here, at the headquarters of Abbotts
Jewellery, the veteran watchmaker spends
his days repairing, refurbishing and
replacing the miniscule inner mechanics
of some of the world’s most esteemed
timepieces.
With each watch housing some 100
parts – many no larger than a pinhead –
steady hands and impeccable eyesight are
paramount.
Equally important are a calm
demeanour and unending patience in this
most esoteric of professions. In fact Roger
is the only watchmaker to be certified by
Rolex in the country.
This month alone he’s worked on five
models by the preeminent manufacturer,
plus several more by top names like
Breitling, Tag Heuer and Omega.
His enviably organised workshop is
home to an intriguing array of equipment
from eye loupes to drawers of teensy
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Roger Fane has been watchmaking for 40 years
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made of solid gold. One might assume the
hefty price tags would be enough to prompt
jittery fingers.
“Not really, I’m used to it now. At the
same time I know if I damage it, it will take
me a long time to pay it off,” he laughs.
“Unfortunately people don’t really think
about servicing their watches so by the time
it comes in, it has a lot of wear and I have
to change a lot of parts to get it back to its
original mint condition.”
Born and raised in Antigua, Roger
learned the bulk of his trade from his
uncle Arthur Derrick who worked as a
watchmaker for over 50 years, “back in the
days when they were all pocket watches
and wind-ups”.
“I was not academically inclined to put
it bluntly,” Roger continues. “I just liked
doing things with my hands. As a child I
would destroy all the toys my mother gave
me for Christmas by taking them apart and
trying to put them back together again little trucks, toy guns, anything that had a
motor in it.”
Ditching school to work full-time in
his uncle’s Newgate Street shop meant
eventually taking over much of his work,
one aspect being of particular significance.
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watchmaking school.”
It’s little surprise perhaps that Roger
is impossibly predisposed towards
punctuality, something indoctrinated at
primary school when pupils were graded
for timeliness and tardiness.
“I’m always early – this morning I
started work at 7am,” he grins.
After 40 years in the business however,
time is catching up with Roger who turned
60 in November. Although the work is not
physically strenuous it can be mentally
tiring.
“I’m on the verge of retirement and
am looking around for a young person
interested in the trade who I can train.”
That’s no mean feat. Roger’s own
offspring – a son and three daughters – have
shown little more than a passing fancy at
following in his footsteps. There’s a handful
of other watchmakers in Antigua but none
of Roger’s calibre.
“I’d miss it,” he admits, “But I still have
my repair bench at home and I’d have more
time for the cathedral clock too.”
Of course time, like everything else,
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“He was responsible for maintenance
of the cathedral clock. He turned that over
to me too.” Three times a week Roger still
braves the bats, dust and rickety stairs to
care for the 180-year-old clock built by the
same company that created Big Ben.
Roger later spent 15 years working for
American Airlines after starting a family.
But he continued to do watch repairs on a
freelance basis including for Abbotts who
had just bought out a Little Switzerland
franchise. When 9/11 sent the aviation
industry into disarray, the company took
him on full-time.
“Abbotts found me as a diamond in
the rough,” he says. “They really did some
good work to get me to where I am now;
I’ve been very fortunate.”
Over the years Roger has undergone
specialist training with several of the globe’s
leading brands from Geneva to the US.
“The training courses are very intense
but I get to meet interesting people in the
same field. I am more or less self-taught
so it can be a little intimidating when
I’m learning alongside those fresh out of

moves on. Even the books on Roger’s
shelves detailing the intricate innards of
pieces by Gucci, Tissot and Longines will
soon be gone, he’s been told, replaced by
their electronic counterparts.
Everything has its end, he says, just
as every machine gets to rest. Even Roger
himself eventually.
“Except a watch,” he adds. “That has to
keep on going.” n
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The silence from within
us, freediving is about looking inside. The
absence of cumbersome equipment and
regulator noise – subsisting on just a single
breath of air – is said to enhance inner
balance and peace.
As legendary world champion Jacques
Mayol said, it’s “about silence, the silence
that comes from within”.
While hardly a modern concept –
freediving dates back to 4500 BC when
our predecessors scoured the ocean for
food – it has evolved to become one of
the world’s fastest-growing extreme sports.
Top competitors can hold their breath for
several minutes, reaching depths below
300ft where pressure causes human lungs
to shrink to the size of two fists.
In Antigua, its burgeoning popularity
saw the country’s first freediving course –
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ince the dawn of humankind, man’s
relationship with the ocean has been
complex and at times contradictory.
A giver of life and nourishment, it’s both a
barrier and a link to distant lands, a source
of deep fascination yet fraught with fear of
the unknown.
It’s true that we know more about the
surface of Mars than the depths of the seas.
For many the water holds a special intrigue,
a longing to fraternise with marine life as
much as we yearn to fly with birds. And for
some it’s the driving force to experience
the ultimate symbiosis between man and
nature – and go deeper than anyone has
ever gone before.
Freediving is often described as an
underwater journey to self-discovery.
While scuba diving is for looking around

“

There’s a detachment from all the senses.”
– William Trubridge
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Freediving: Plumbing the depths of the ocean on a voyage to self-discovery

William Trubridge
Photo © Fred Buyle
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taught by acclaimed instructor Jonathan
Sunnex and scheduled for January 2015
– sold out in 24 hours. Luxury Locations’
own CEO Sam Dyson, Don McIntosh of
Indigo Divers and Eli Fuller of Adventure
Antigua are among a growing number able
to dive deeper than the average scuba diver
on just one breath.
In December 2010, UK-born champion
William Trubridge became the first
recorded freediver to plunge to 100m
(328ft) with his two bare feet and a lungful
of air, a discipline known as ‘constant
weight no fins’.
Like many, his first foray with the sport
was entirely organic.
“I was brought up on a boat and
was always in the water, freediving and
snorkelling,” he said. “The sea was both a
playground and a classroom. I didn’t find
out freediving was even a sport until I was
22 and went to the Caribbean on a threemonth diving trip.
“For me it’s about self-discovery as
much as world records. It’s unlike anything
you can experience above water; you get to
experience aquatic life as an aquatic being.
When you’re really far down you hear
nothing; it’s completely silent – and very,
very dark.
“There’s a detachment from all the
senses, and you are weightless so there
are no points of pressure or contact on the
body. It’s a complete sensory experience
that allows you to draw within your own
mind.”
Trubridge said he thrives on both the
mental and physical challenge.
“Any sport requires discipline but with
freediving you need an acute awareness of
your own body and the ability to interpret
the signals it gives you. You also have to be
able to shut off the mind; it’s like a holistic
challenge.”
Shutting off the mind could be vital to
keeping safe too. Freediving is certainly not
without its risks. Fear releases adrenaline
which pumps up the heart rate, constricts
blood vessels and consumes oxygen which
can cause a loss of consciousness.
Perhaps the most disconcerting danger
is a shallow-water blackout. That occurs
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Trubridge describes freediving as a ‘holistic challenge’.
Photo © Igor Liberti

when the brain shuts down within a few
feet of the surface during the ascent. As a
diver descends, water pressure squeezes the
lungs, condensing the oxygen and giving
what feels like a second breath. During the
return trip however, the lungs re-expand,
dissipating the remaining oxygen and
restricting supply to the bloodstream.
Trubridge said while perils do exist,
accidents are rare and avoidable.
“People see freediving as a deathdefying stunt but if you practise in the right
way it’s actually very safe. My advice is
only ever dive with someone else who’s
trained, never by yourself. Know the signs
of a blackout, don’t focus on depth but
technique and being efficient under water.
And enjoy it.”
Trubridge trains for 11 months of the

year – a strict programme incorporating
breathing exercises, dry breath holds
and yoga, complemented by a highcarbohydrate vegetarian diet with plenty of
alkalising fruit and veg to regulate acidity in
the blood and increase its oxygen uptake.
“Breaking a world record is a pretty
intense experience,” he added. “You spend
a lot of time working up to the moment,
aiming for that particular depth, so it’s
a sense of relief as well as a cause for
celebration.”
For Antiguan freediver Junior Martin,
a passion for the sport came on the heels
of earning a living from the ocean. Martin,
from Urlings, began spearfishing at the
age of 12, catching lobster and fish to sell
to pay his school tuition fees. What began
as a job has developed into a profound
33
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to the surface.
Nitsch, who started diving in 1999,
said: “The jumps have got bigger and bigger
over the years as people realised it’s not
just about yoga and quieting the mind but
also about technique. Today we understand
more about how the human body functions.
And the internet means freedivers have
more contact than before so they can share
tricks and training techniques, rather than
having to invent their own.”
For Nitsch, it was a seemingly
unfortunate airline mishap that would
spawn a lifelong love for the sport – and
ultimately a career.
“I was going on a scuba diving safari
when the airline lost all my luggage
including my scuba gear,” he recalled. 		
“All I had was my underwater camera
and Speedos. I rented a facemask and fins
so I could take some photos.
“I was distracted from the fact I was
holding my breath and was going deeper
and for longer each time to get my pictures.

Lo

appreciation and deep respect for the
nautical world. His subaquatic experiences
are as diverse as the local marine life.
“It’s like a different world down there.
I even see dolphins sometimes, they come
very close to me. Freediving gives you a
relaxed mind and in Antigua there are so
many places to explore – from reefs to
underwater caves.”
Martin added: “I’m always trying to
improve, so I can dive deeper each time.”
As freediving continues to carve a space in
the mainstream sports arena, some believe
it’s lost its meditative aspect and become a
numbers game. And none can boast of such
salient numbers as Herbert Nitsch.
Dubbed ‘the deepest man on earth’,
the 44-year-old Austrian holds the record in
the ‘no-limits’ discipline boasting a descent
of 253m (830ft) and the ability to hold his
breath for an astounding nine minutes.
No-limits involves using a weighted
sled to go down and a lifting device, such
as an inflatable bag, to pull the diver back

“

I had a close encounter with a massive bull
shark about three metres long. It was very
quick and came straight at me. ”
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The silence from within
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The 800ft yellow sled used for
Herbert’s last 253m/830ft world
record in 2012
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I was training without knowing I was
training.”
Like Trubridge, Nitsch was also
unaware back then that freediving was a
competitive sport.
“Someone asked me how deep I could
go and when I checked it was 32 metres.
He told me to buy some decent fins and try
and set some records. I went straight onto
the international scene after that.”
Fifteen years later, Nitsch describes
regular scuba diving as “like running with
ankle cuffs”.
“As a freediver you can move around
easier than with a tank. And you see so
much more because the insanely loud
breathing noises don’t scare away all the
fish.”
Essential qualities to be a proficient
freediver include dedication and the ability
to remain “very, very calm”.
“Most good freedivers tend to be older
as that’s when you know how to better
control the mind. Many get into it seriously
in their late 30s, early 40s.”
A trained airline pilot, Nitsch was a
captain for Tyrolean Airways for 15 years
before deciding to focus on freediving full
time in 2010.
“The similarities between flying and
freediving are more than I wanted to
believe,” he smiled. “Most freedivers see
it from a yoga-meditation point of view.
Coming from a pilot background, my
approach is very analytical. I am always
working to train and dive in the most
efficient way, fine tuning the weakest link.
For me it’s not the quantity of training but
the quality.”
Nitsch has had a couple of close
calls, one being an almost fatal attack of
decompression sickness, aka ‘the bends’,
during a world record attempt in 2012. He
later described the episode as like “multiple
brain strokes” which preceded months of
rehabilitation to learn to walk, talk and
move around again.
Another narrow escape was from
something slightly more tangible.
“I had a close encounter with a massive
bull shark about three metres long. It was
very quick and came straight at me. It was

Photo ©herbertnitsch.com
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a little scary but I have dived with sharks
many times and held onto them; they’re
usually not dangerous at all.”
While modern freediving has myriad
formats and disciplines, one feature appears
to transcend all: a palpable regard for the
special place the ocean occupies in our
environment.
“The best places I’ve dived are the
most remote - French Polynesia and Palau
Micronesia,” Nitsch said. “Sadly most reefs
these days are close to extinction. Wherever

36

there’s a lot of people there’s overfishing.”
In February 2014 Nitsch joined Sea
Shepherd Conservation Society’s board
of advisors to help stop the slaughter of
aquatic wildlife and the destruction of their
habitat.
He continued: “A couple of decades
ago there were no plastic bags or bottles.
Today there’s so much plastic on the
beaches you can’t believe it – and on the
bottom it’s even worse. People should
be more aware that the oceans are not a

garbage dump.”
Trubridge, who set up the TruBlue
Foundation aimed at stemming pollution
and protecting New Zealand’s critically
endangered dolphins, agrees.
“Freediving and spending so much time
in the water training has given me a sense
of place in the world,” he added. “It’s made
me very aware of ecosystems – and just
how significant we are regarding our effect
on the planet.” n
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Simple food, super feat

G

vistas from its spectacular hillside setting.
Owner/chef Alex Grimley, who worked
with the likes of culinary legends JeanChristophe Novelli and Marco Pierre
White before moving to Antigua in 2007,
said feedback from guests testified to an
unsurpassed experience from start to finish.
“We are by far the most reviewed
restaurant in Antigua. People talk about
the entire experience from the friendly
greeting when they arrive, to our wonderful
cocktails, the music, lighting, location and
quality of ingredients.
“It was great to be rated above The
Cliff in Barbados which is one of the
benchmarks in Caribbean restaurants. The
award is a nice way of recognising our
team’s hard work but it’s still business as
usual; we will never become complacent.”
Alex was recently joined in the kitchen
by new head chef Simon Christey-French
who has spent the last decade in Michelin
star restaurants.
“Our food is very simple,” Alex
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one are the days when booking
a holiday meant trusting some
touched-up photos and the
recommendations of less than impartial
travel reps, hopping on a plane and hoping
for the best.
Today’s travellers are seasoned,
discerning and demanding. They’re quick to
make their feelings known on any number
of online forums – and barely an outing
begins without a quick recce of the reviews
posted on TripAdvisor.
So when website users declare a
restaurant one of the best in the region you
can pretty much take as gospel that the
location is exquisite, the service sublime
and the cuisine to die for.
Just four years after opening, Sheer
Rocks at the Cocobay Resort was named
third favourite fine dining restaurant in
the Caribbean by TripAdvisor’s annual
Travellers’ Choice awards. The only feature
to rival its ‘Mediterranean-style food with
Caribbean soul’ is the jaw-dropping ocean

continued. “It
always comes back
to the quality of the
ingredients, right
down to the finest
olive oil and salt. We
don’t play with them
too much, we just
enhance them and
serve them as they
should be served.”
He added: “The focus is on locally
sourced, fresh produce. I love Antiguan
fruits and herbs, the cinnamon from
Dominica, Guyanese Demerara sugar and
being able to buy fish straight off the boat.
To have a fisherman call me and tell me
what he has before he’s even landed is
pretty special.” n
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LOOK.
Show-stopping couture in the heart of the quay.
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With its bustling ambience, vibrant colours and fabulously eclectic
boutiques with duty-free prices, Heritage Quay is a veritable shoppers’
paradise. Designer jewellery, sunglasses and leather goods vie for space
among souvenirs, swimwear and cosmetics.
For the sartorial savvy, this lively pedestrianised hub – complemented
by spirited street entertainment - has firmly earned its place as the
nation’s fashion capital. The absence of generic clothing chains has given
rise to a plethora of one-off boutiques specialising in upscale couture for
tropical climes.
We teamed up with Gingerlily and Sunseakers to bring you a small
sample of their luxurious resort wear and unique must-haves created by
some of the globe’s hottest names.
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Singular style
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Top: Ranee strikes a pose in Gottex swimsuit and cover
Bottom left: Tangerine dream: Hale Bob top and Shades sunglasses
Bottom right: (From left) Hale Bob top and Joseph Ribkoff capri pants;
T-Bags dress; T-Bags maxi; Joseph Ribkoff dress
Opposite page: Alie wears top by BCBG and pants by Joseph Ribkoff.
Clutch by BCBG.
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Top: Perfect vision: Sunglasses from Shades
Bottom right: Kamille is pretty in pink T-Bags maxi
dress
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Left: Alie in Trina Turk jumpsuit with Le Soleil straw bag
Below: Ranee stuns in T-Bags yellow maxi
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Memories and mementos

Beautify me

The enduring legacy of the country’s first souvenir store.

Be resplendent with these exquisite pieces
handpicked especially for you. All available from
Abbotts in Heritage Quay, St John’s. Call (+268)
462-3107.
Right, left hand: Tacori fuses classic elegance with
modern inspiration to create these sublime pieces
handcrafted by artisans in California.Price range:
US$270–$2,200
Middle hand: From iconic Cable bracelets to luxury
watches of enduring beauty, David Yurman redefines
effortless American style. Price range: US$990–
$4,400
Right hand: Raw materials of bronze and steel
combined with ancient goldsmiths’ techniques give
the Rebecca line a unique and contemporary charm.
Price range: US$150–$500

It may be more than 60 years since the Coco Shop opened for business but its
commitment to supporting the talents of Antiguan artisans remains firmly in tact. The
homegrown island institution – the country’s first souvenir store – is the go-to place for
locally handcrafted trinkets, clothes and gifts, many in iconic Liberty of London fabrics.
Founded by siblings Amos Morrill and Pat Starr, the shop started life as a single
table at St John’s Harbour selling unique crafts to tourists. Such was its popularity that
its first store opened within a year.
Today the beguiling entity has two permanent outlets – one in the airport departure
lounge and another which recently opened in Redcliffe Quay – managed by Morrill’s
daughter Elizabeth ‘Lee’ Morrill-Harrington. Under the apt slogan ‘your last stop should
be the Coco Shop’, it ensures that even as visitors depart these shores – as Morrill himself
did when he passed away in September aged 90 – a piece of Antigua goes with them.
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SPLASH.

Ride of your life
latest hi-tech feature on the 2015 line-up
of Waverunners. RiDE is the world’s first
dual throttle handlebar control system – a
pithy acronym for Reverse with Intuitive
Deceleration Electronics which doesn’t
exactly roll off the tongue.
In a nutshell, you pull the right lever to
accelerate and the left lever to slow down
and reverse. Releasing both puts the vehicle
in neutral, while pulling them both, or in
any combination, makes the system react
with precise control (the ‘intuitive’ part).
Now for the science. RiDE uses a
patented bucket design that forces water
out the sides of the bucket, acting as
a virtual rudder that keeps the vehicle
tracking in the desired direction. Applied to
all Yamaha VX and FX series Waverunners,
it means greater agility and more control at
slow speeds.
Happily for Antigua’s ocean-loving
inhabitants, the pioneering new machines
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are now available at Outdoor World, the
only authorised Yamaha dealer in the
country.
Manager Glynn Grummett said RiDE
had “revolutionised” watercrafts by solving
low speed steering issues, making them
safer and reducing deceleration distance by
up to 30 per cent.
“Waverunners are always popular
and sell quickly as a lot of people like to
upgrade whenever a new model comes on
the market,” he said. “These will appeal
to everybody – locals, tourists, watersports
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f you’re old enough to remember the
first commercial personal watercrafts
which hit the high seas in the early
70s, you’ll recall that comfort and stability
played second fiddle to exhilaration.
The early stand-up models, with
powerful 400cc engines and handlebar
steering, were a little like waterskiing
without a boat. While undeniably good
fun, staying aboard was something of a
challenge – particularly in choppy water –
with the rider only ever one reckless move
away from transforming a promising first
date into an embarrassing epic fail.
Fast forward four decades and those
crude contraptions – which appealed
mainly to the hedonistic and harebrained
– have evolved into one sleek synthesis
of speed, elegance and engineering
innovation.
In August, Yamaha reset the benchmark
among contemporary competitors with its

ns

Why the 2015 Yamaha Waverunners are the meanest marine
machines on the market
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operators, cruise ships and mega yachts.”
Another nifty detail is the super light
hull, shaving off a whopping 21 kg in
weight on the sport performance model.
The 2015 Waverunners are also fitted with
a glovebox, dual cup holders, watertight
storage, a 70-litre fuel tank, remote security
(another industry first) and boarding
platform. At the back is a towing facility
ideal for water-skiers or inflatables.
Equipped with a theatre-style threeperson seat, they can accelerate from 0-30
MPH in just under two seconds and boast
top speeds of up to the mid-60s.
For Glynn, while there are several
water vehicle manufacturers on the market,
there’s nothing quite like a Yamaha.
“They’re the lightest, fastest, biggest
and offer a far smoother run. And their
advanced technology means they’re not
only the most versatile but also the most
economical out of all the ones out there
at the moment,” he said, adding: “They’re
great for island life – they’ll take you
anywhere you want to go.”
And, unlike their 1970s counterparts,
you can be sure of looking very, very cool
in the process. n
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Ride of your life

The 2015 Waverunners are available from Outdoor World
in Old Parham Road, St John’s.
Visit www.outdoorworldantigua.com or call (+268) 460-7211.
45

SPLASH.

From eye-popping scenery to electrifying exploits and wondrous wildlife,
our top picks of the country’s best ocean-inspired activities are a must for
any nautical enthusiast.
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2 Skirt the island by boat

ns

Aquatic adventures
If there’s a better way to see the whole of Antigua’s stunning 54-mile
circumference, we’re yet to find it. Several tour operators offer a funpacked circumnavigation tour with a buffet lunch on a deserted island
and unlimited drinks thrown in. Enjoy a spot of snorkelling and look out
for turtles and dolphins along the way.

Photo: Gareth Williams

2 Throw caution to the wind (literally)

Lo

Kitesurfing is the gleeful lovechild of windsurfing, paragliding
and gymnastics. Currently the most exhilarating watersport
on the scene, Antigua’s constant trade winds and plethora of
watery inlets have ensured it a solid local following - and a
national champ in the form of Andre Phillip (pictured). Book
a lesson with www.40knots.net based in Nonsuch Bay.

ry

2 Rejuvenate at Rendezvous Bay

Photos: Adventure Antigua

With so many beaches to choose from, the bone-shaking
road to get to this one means you’ll probably have it all
to yourself. The scenic south coast gem is well worth the
journey. One of Antigua’s more esoteric coastal havens, its
shaded picnic area complete with wicker sofas and vast
stretch of sand make it ideal for the little ones (of both the
human and canine variety).

2 Swim with stingrays

Lu
xu

Did you know stingrays can grow up to 6.5 feet, weigh a whopping
800lbs and detect prey using electrical sensors? Oh yes, and they’re
really, really good fun to swim with at Stingray City. Their extrovert
nature means giggles are guaranteed.
Visit www.stingraycityantigua.com for details.

Photo: Jody Sallons-Day

2 Fall in love with yachting
Now in its 21st year, the Jolly Harbour Valentine’s Regatta
is as popular for its shoreside antics as the racing itself. This
year’s event takes place from February 13–15. With sponsors
Mount Gay Rum and Banks Beer on board, it’s unlikely to be
a terribly dry affair. Visit www.jhycantigua.com for details.
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2 See why frigates are friggin’ awesome
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2 Get buoyed up about sailing

What our sister isle lacks in human inhabitants it makes
up for in sea birds. Barbuda boasts the largest breeding
and nesting colony of frigate birds in the world. Don’t
miss the chance for a close encounter with these
magnificent creatures with a wingspan bigger than
Shaquille O’Neal. Males puff up their red throat when
trying to impress a female – which means there’s some
serious flirting going on in this photo.

Learn the ropes of Antigua’s most popular pastime. There’s a handful of
accredited on-island outfits to teach you everything from sail setting to heeling.
They include the non-profit National Sailing Academy and private company
Miramar Sailing (pictured) whose co-owner Pippa Turton is one of the only
female official Yachtmaster Instructors in the Caribbean.

Despite its name, much of the action at this
lively annual event centres around one thing
– the ambience. The family-friendly affair at
Nelson’s Dockyard has drawn in the crowds
for almost 50 years thanks to its divine seafood
dishes, fresh fish for sale, and multitude of bars,
children’s stalls and raffles. This year’s dates are
May 22-24.
Visit www.antiguabarbudasportsfishing.com
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2 Check out the catch at the
Sports Fishing Tournament
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2 Meet some distinguished locals
Step aside celebrities, Jumby Bay’s most revered
residents are surely its hawksbill turtles. The
private isle is home to the world’s longest
continuously running research programme
for the critically endangered species. The
Environmental Awareness Group runs turtle
watches for a limited number of people during
nesting months. Visit www.eagantigua.org for
information.
Photo: Carol Guy

2 Become a (marine) history buff
A ruined 18th century fortress, one-gun battery and spectacular flora and fauna are
all yours for the taking along the Middle Ground hiking trail. There are also some
pretty impressive views of Nelson’s Dockyard, Galleon Beach and natural wonder,
the Pillars of Hercules. Finish up with a refreshing dip at beautiful Pigeon Point
Beach.
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TESTIMONIALS: ‘ An amazing family experience!’... ‘Stingrays are wild
but extremely gentle’.... ‘One for the bucket list – this was the highlight of our trip’
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Enjoy a Unique Experience
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Come and enjoy the unique experience of touching and feeding a southern stingray, together with
snorkelling amongst magnificent coral reefs and colourful tropical fish. Our rays are without
doubt the brightest in the Caribbean – wild but very friendly and gentle.
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Stingray City

Whether you choose to stand or swim you’ll have the unique opportunity to touch, feed and play with
stingrays during your encounter, while learning all about these amazing and captivating creatures.
Enjoy a snorkel afterwards, before finishing up your visit with a complimentary rum or fruit punch.

Visit www.stingraycityantigua.com for more information

SPLASH.

Come hell or high water
skills like teamwork, discipline and levelheadedness was a happy bonus.
Elizabeth, who arrived in Antigua in
1999 by boat – fittingly – after traversing
the Atlantic at the helm of an all-female
crew, was struck by the demographic
homogeneity of the sailing community
during her tenure as commodore of the
Yacht Club.
“It occurred to me that 95 per cent of
the club was made up of white expats,” she
says. “Many Antiguans don’t sail so why
would they join a Yacht Club? I mean, you
wouldn’t join a golf club if you didn’t play
golf.
“Even the name sounds off-putting,” she
adds as an after-thought, “sort of elitist.”
The steep cost of sailing lessons
available at the time was prohibitive for
many families. Following some discussion
with the government, Elizabeth offered
to source funding to create an official
academy for local kids to learn to sail and
swim for free. In return, she had some
stipulations.
“It had to be called the national
academy so Antiguans had a sense of
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Elizabeth Jordan
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nyone who’s ever tried to hold
a child’s interest for longer than
a round of Candy Crush Saga
in something, well, altogether more
wholesome, knows that maintaining a sense
of unpredictability is key. Throw in the
teensiest hint of danger and you’re already
off to a flying start.
Sailing has been described as many
things. Liberating and exhilarating,
certainly. Balancing, yes, and exhausting
too. But boring? Rarely.
This may go some way then to
explaining how an embryonic quest to
introduce Antiguan schoolchildren to the
thrill of the sport – and ultimately to benefit
from the lucrative yachting industry – has
resulted in more than 500 youngsters
learning to sail in just four years.
When UK-born sailor Elizabeth Jordan
first sought interest from schools across
the island in September 2010, pint-sized
potential Popeyes signed up quicker than
you can tie a bowline, enticed by the idea
of a racy new pastime that offered the
all-important lure of a possible capsizing.
The fact they would also gain valuable life

ns

One woman’s determination to teach kids to sail – and benefit from Antigua’s thriving yacht
industry – has taught hundreds of youngsters much more than just the ropes

50

Elizabeth with aspiring sailors from Cobbs Cross Primary School

ownership. I also needed to bring in boats
and equipment duty free, and school buses
to be available to transport the children
there.”
In February 2010, the National Sailing
Academy (NSA) was formed as a non-profit
organisation, followed by a grand opening
four months later. By then, Elizabeth had
already raised an incredible US$50,000. “I
went round the yachts begging,” she tells
me unblinkingly when we meet.
I suggest she must be pretty persuasive
to hustle such a sum. “Persistent,” she
corrects me, luminous blue eyes twinkling.
The money was enough to pay for 12
aptly-named Optimist dinghies to kickstart
operations.
“I still had no idea if the kids would
even be interested,” Elizabeth continues.
“When school opened in September I went
round them to ask. By half-term we were
full up; 150 children were coming to sail
with us each week.”
Tenacious ‘begging’ drew in more funds
to pay instructors to teach the lessons. But
it soon became apparent that entreating
cash from benevolent yachties could not be
a long-term strategy. “We needed our own
premises to create our own revenue,” she
says.
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A kind-hearted sponsor offered to pay
the first year’s lease starting June 2013 on
former restaurant grounds in Dockyard
Drive. By February 2014 the necessary
equipment was installed and the NSA was
firing on all cylinders.
Run by a board of nine volunteers,
today it has over 40 vessels ranging from
small 10ft dinghies to high performance
racing keelboats ideal for Antigua
Sailing Week. To help meet the annual
US$100,000 running costs, some income
is raised through private lessons for adults,
on-site budget holiday accommodation and
cheap dockage. The large space means the
academy can also stage various fundraising
events such as open-air movie nights
and live entertainment, even weddings,
although it remains largely dependent on
donations.
In addition to sailing, the centre –
certified as of August 2014 by the world’s
leading authority, the Royal Yachting
Association – has taught more than 700
children to swim. The change in the kids
as they grow in confidence thanks to their
new skills has been “dramatic”.
“There was some concern when we
started out about whether they’d just see

it as an excuse to hang out and present
discipline problems,” Elizabeth continues,
“but they’re so keen to sail it hasn’t been a
problem at all.

“
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Run by a board of nine
volunteers, today it has over 40
vessels ranging from small 10ft
dinghies to high performance
racing keelboats ideal for
Antigua Sailing Week.”
“We’re trying to show them just
how many opportunities there are in the
yachting industry, whether it’s competitive,
recreational or cruising. A basic deckhand
can earn US$120 a week with no living
expenses to worry about. From there you
can work your way up to be a bosun, an
engineer, a first mate, a captain.
“In Antigua, we have a huge and ever
growing industry and the way into it is to
learn to sail.”
Elizabeth’s passion is palpable in her
rapport with the students. Her no-nonsense
demeanour, with the tiniest suggestion of
disciplinary action for non-compliance, is

offset by a natural warmth.
“The kids we can help the most are
not necessarily the ones on the higher
academic plane. The National Technical
Training Centre pupils for example are
practically minded and can benefit hugely
from this. If a child is interested it comes
easily and they work hard at it.
“Sailing is still largely male-dominated;
out of maybe 100 boats at the boat show it’s
a record if there are three female captains. I
call it ‘the glass fibre ceiling’.
“I always encourage the girls. I tell them
I’m a girl sailor and often girls are better;
they think about it more and tend to work
better as a team. Boys just want to go fast.”
Together with its Jolly Harbour satellite
branch, the NSA can hold 90-minute
classes for 200 youngsters each week. The
addition of sailing and swimming onto
the list of national sports allows them to
be included in every school’s curriculum.
Children can start as young as eight with
most able to manage their own dinghy
within a term. The use of life-jackets is
mandatory and all instructors are qualified
first-aiders.
“The kids are taught the rules of the
water, the need to concentrate at all times
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and not to panic. The wind can change in
an instant and you’re upside down. Part of
the training is to make them overturn their
boats so they’re prepared when it happens.”
All Saints Secondary School pals Ryan
Tong and Andrew Warner, both 13, have
been sailing for three years. For Ryan, the
buzz of hiking – leaning one’s weight over
the side of the boat to balance it while
travelling at speed – is the best part.
“When I’m older I’d like to be a captain
and sail to America and St Vincent,” he
says. Andrew agrees, adding: “I tell my
friends they should come and learn how to
sail too.”
Of all the NSA’s proud achievements, the
board had one more to celebrate last spring
when it became the only training centre
in the Caribbean accredited for the RYA’s
‘Sailability’ scheme for the disabled. This
season they hope to help 30 mentally and
physically handicapped people each week
experience the exhilaration of the sport in
specially-adapted non-capsizable vessels.
“There are no other activities availably
locally for disabled people,” Elizabeth says.
“It’s impossible to overstate the delight
sailing can bring to their lives. Many
will eventually learn to sail the boats by
themselves but even those who cannot will
benefit from the pleasure of being out on
the water and the sense of adventure that
comes with it.”
These days Elizabeth spends more
time confined to her desk in what used to
be the Reef Garden restaurant’s kitchen
than skimming the ocean waves. Flanked
between folders of paperwork, gleaming
trophies and displays of complicatedlooking knots, she reveals her one definitive
wish for the academy’s future.
“To go beyond me, to be sustainable for
generations to come. Within five years the
plan is to have Antiguans running the whole
thing. It’s the National academy after all,”
she says, emphasising the capital N.
Before we finish our chat, I have one
more question for her.
“What do I love most about sailing? The
freedom,” she states resolutely, running her
fingers through her hair in subconscious
tribute to the wind.

ns

Come hell or high water

“The feeling of being where you want,
when you want, with who you want, with
no cell phone or computer in front of you.
And the challenge against the wind, sea
and weather. It’s exciting. There’s nothing
else like it.” n
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Visit
www.nationalsailingacademy.org
for more information on the NSA’s
activities or how you can help.
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...IN THE CARIBBEAN

Because our roots are deep, our customers enjoy extensive coverage and
competitive premiums on every personal and commercial insurance product.
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Carlisle Bay Feature

Eating with the eyes
A week after reopening for the winter
season, there’s a fresh energy in the air one that extends well beyond its recent
refurbishment and into the ebullience of its
staff overseen by a visionary new team.
For Andrew, who joined the resort last
summer, the ethos is about more than just
high quality products. “We want to make
sure our guests feel they have great value
for money,” he says. “We aim to provide
something a little different – and it all has to
be in cosmos with the exceptional look of
the property.”
It’s not just staying guests who can revel
in the resort’s elegant environs. Members
of the general public wishing to sample
its cuisine, deluxe spa treatments, sports
facilities or even its on-site movie theatre
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will be made just as welcome.
“Prior reservations are recommended,”
Andrew continues, “But we always love to
give our five-star service to outside guests
too.”
Discerning foodies will find each
of the resort’s four restaurants cuts the
mustard. The newly-opened Jetty Bar &

Lo

atching Chef Rocco expertly
pair blush hues of snapper and
wild rice risotto with saffroncoloured fennel sauce and edible flowers
– all laid out with the delicacy of a heart
surgeon – one thing is clear: this is the work
of not just a great chef but a great artist.
Here, at Carlisle Bay’s insouciantly chic
new beach restaurant before an audience of
captivated holidaymakers, culinary magic
is being made. A porcelain plate is Rocco’s
easel, the garden his materials store.
Creativity at the internationally
acclaimed luxury resort is welcomed and
it thrives. This is a hotel that blazes its own
trail. As assistant manager Andrew Barlow
states, “it’s a reference point, not a copy
and paste”.
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Carlisle Bay’s culinary art is setting tongues wagging
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BELOW: The new Jetty Bar & Grill serves up salads, light dishes and barbecued fare.
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ABOVE: Magical mixology techniques have revitalised the resort’s cocktail menus.

the revamped Bloody Mary is a zesty mix
of garlic-infused vodka and homemade
coulis using tomatoes straight from the
resort’s garden, garnished with fresh
pickled peppers, carrots and cucumber.
There’s even a cluster of avant-garde tools
to give the cocktails some extra pizzazz,
like Japanese jiggers and muddlers, Koriko
shakers and Yarai mixing glasses.
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Grill is already proving a hit with passing
boaters who can pull up dockside to enjoy
its variety of ‘light and sexy’ salads and
barbecued dishes. Then there’s the relaxed
beachside fare of Indigo, the delicious
Italian-inspired menu at Ottimo with its
authentic wood burning pizza oven, and
the fine Asian cuisine of East. All have daily
specials freshly concocted according to
chefs’ inspiration du jour and are open for
breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Cocktails have long been the
quintessential accompaniment to sybaritic
occasions. To revitalise Carlisle Bay’s liquid
offerings, a consultant mixologist was
enlisted to devise creations reminiscent of
the world’s most stylish capitals.
Rum punches have been given a
new lease of life with homemade orange
bitters, and served rustic-style in a jam
jar. Caribbean Swizzles are a heady
combination of local English Harbour
and coconut rums, fresh papaya and lime,
topped with a splash of ginger beer. And

“

The resort garden is currently
ablaze with 12 different kinds
of tomatoes, eggplant, celery,
four types of basil, arugula,
fennel, thyme, dill, chives and
rosemary.”
With more than two decades in the
industry – and a career spanning every
corner of the globe – there are few better
placed than executive chef Rocco Evola
to pamper Carlisle Bay’s discriminating
palates. Born and raised in rural Sardinia,

Italy, his passion for simple honest
ingredients is palpable.
“Working with locally grown, seasonal
produce is very important for me,” he says.
“I grew up on the family farm and from a
very young age I knew how to plant veg,
milk a cow, make ricotta.
“We grew wheat and baked our own
bread, and olives to make olive oil. My
grandparents even made their own wine
– as children we used to love crushing the
grapes with our feet. Everything was 100
per cent natural, straight from garden to
plate.”
It also meant an inherent appreciation
for quality.
“When you take a tomato straight from
the tree in your own garden, it has a taste
like no other. You cut it open and you can
smell the quality and feel the sun in it. 		
That’s what I am doing now at Carlisle
Bay; the aim is for mostly organic produce
and to grow as much of it ourselves as we
can.”
55
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The resort garden is currently ablaze
with 12 different kinds of tomatoes,
eggplant, celery, four types of basil,
arugula, fennel, thyme, dill, chives and
rosemary.
“I want to share these wonderful
ingredients with our guests and transport
them back to their childhoods through the
smells and flavours,” Rocco continues.
“The other aspect is the authenticity of the
dish. You can get anything you want in the
supermarket but when you have your own
produce, you have your own authenticity
and your own stamp on the food.”
Rocco was working in Mauritius when
he was head hunted last autumn to lead
Carlisle Bay’s culinary team. “I had never
heard of Antigua; I even asked which
country it was in,” he laughs.
Nevertheless, he took the challenge
and boarded a flight the next day for an
interview coupled with an all-important
food trial. Upon landing, he headed straight
to a local market to pick out his ingredients.
“I found some excellent potatoes and
local yam which I love. I like simple dishes
which let the quality of the product speak
for itself; I don’t like to shock it.”
Courses to impress his potential new
employers included Angus beef sirloin
with yam puree infused with honey, and a
dark muscovado sauce. Fresh calamari was
sautéed with herbs and served with mashed
new potato drizzled with a fine olive oil.
Red snapper was given a twist with a
vegetable buttercream sauce. And Antigua’s
national fruit, the black pineapple, was
roasted with aromatic lemongrass stick to
make a tantalising dessert.
Some of the dishes have already been
incorporated into Carlisle Bay’s menus
which are constantly evolving to stay ahead
of the competition.
In a creative profession like Rocco’s,
stimulating surroundings play an integral
role. The resort’s cool wistful properties
overlooking resplendent waters fringed by
emerald green rainforest don’t make a bad
view from the kitchen. “The landscaping,
the nature, the calm,” he adds, “it’s
incredibly inspiring.” n
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Eating with the eyes

ABOVE: Executive chef Rocco Evola.
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RIGHT: Barbuda lobster and scallops with sautéed
radiccio and kalamata olive tapenade, dressed with
vanilla oil and tropical salsa.

SENSE.
Taking up tennis at Carlisle Bay can improve both your serve
and your social life

Lo

“

also has an air-conditioned lounge and
tennis pro shop – ideal for devising pretournament tactics or treating yourself to a
snazzy new racket.
Twenty years after some sporting
altruism laid the foundations for his own
career, Kenneth is now looking forward
to setting up a community programme to
enable promising local youngsters to learn
to play for free.
“Carlisle Bay has agreed to grant us the
space and the pros are giving their time for
free,” he says. “There are already lots of
kids that want to play. It’s a wonderful way
to build up their self-esteem and it leads to
good discipline too.”
These days, Kenneth is living testament
to the sport’s gregarious nature. “My whole
life is geared around tennis,” he smiles.
“It’s by far the most sociable sport I’ve ever
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port isn’t about winning; it’s the taking
part that counts, right? Anyone who’s
ever nailed a drop goal in rugby or
fluffed the final snooker ball knows that’s
baloney. Tennis, however, may be the one
to reaffirm the adage.
Refreshingly egalitarian, the graceful
game transcends age and gender, creed
and country, in undoubtedly one of sport’s
most sociable settings. There’s nothing like
a game of doubles to accompany a good
chinwag with chums, or forge some new
allegiances.
With serene surrounds and first-rate
facilities, Carlisle Bay’s seven tennis courts
offer an idyllic place to practice – and
perfect – one’s game. Guests and nonguests alike can book a court for a round
with friends or a lesson with one of the
resort’s tennis professionals, all certified by
the Professional Tennis Registry.
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Camaraderie on court

Head tennis pro Kenneth Gonsalves (right)
with fellow tennis pro Glouster St Ville.

played; I’ve made friends for life on the
court.” n
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There’s nothing like a game of
doubles to accompany a good
chinwag with chums, or forge
some new allegiances.”
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Head tennis pro Kenneth Gonsalves
was first introduced to the sport while
working as a ballboy for pocket money in
the 1990s. His incipient talent caught the
attention of coaches who took him on as a
protégé. He’s been training other wannabe
Federers since qualifying to teach in 2006.
“Tennis is a game that anyone can play
– and Antigua’s weather is ideal for it,” he
says. “We welcome all levels of players;
people can play against one of the pros or
we can hook you up with a sparring partner
of a similar ability. We can also build a
programme tailored around what someone
wishes to improve – such as their serve or
their match play.”
In addition to its six hard courts and
one surfaced with artificial grass, the resort
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LOOK.
Monochromatic magic
The 13th annual White Fete at the Sticky Wicket cricket ground in Coolidge. With a
sensational new venue and a string of high-energy performers, White Fete still reigns
supreme as the undisputed champion of the pre-Carnival shindigs.

What we ate
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Those who stumped up extra for access to the all-inclusive Remy Martin ultra-VIP
lounge were treated to a sumptuous buffet of finger-food fabulousness including sushi,
burritos, hot dogs and homemade chips. Sweet-toothed partygoers kept up their energy
with a delectable array of toothsome treasures like handmade chocolates, cake pops
and a chocolate fountain complete with marshmallows and fresh fruit.

What we drank

Lo

Oh l’amour, cocktails galore. We loved the inspired Remy Martin mojitos. Also in generous
supply was local tipple English Harbour rum, along with Absolut vodka in all its heady
flavours, Patron tequila, Molinari Caffe Liqueur, Sambuca, Fireball cinnamon whisky,
Barefoot wines, and quintessential party provision Red Bull.

Who we saw
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Entertainment was aptly provided by Trinidian DJ Nuphoric, DJ Quixx, special guest
Demarco from Jamaica – best known for the 2011 hit ‘Love My Life’ – and White Fete
staple, the indefatigable Tizzy and El-A-Kru. Among the monochromatic revellers we
spotted a number of homegrown musicians such as Asher Otto and Ricardo Drue.
The event even attracted some regional politicians including Turks & Caicos Islands
Immigration Minister Donhue Gardiner.
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LOOK.
Where we went
The only thing sultrier than the sun was the ambience at the third annual
Heatwave party, this time held at Valley Church beach. Later, the action kicked
up a gear with performances by homegrown soca stars Ricardo Drue, the MadT-Guans, Ezzy Rattigan and Menace.
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What we drank

Absolut Vodka and Carib beer were the order of the day, along with a trio of
locally-brewed rums – including the iconic English Harbour five-year-old,
Cavalier and Kokocaribe - courtesy of sponsors Premier Beverages.

What they said

The throngs who braved the afternoon heat put paid to the theory torrid
climes are purely for ‘mad dogs and Englishmen’. Organiser Mark Ryan said
the turnout had been better than ever. “It was a nice crowd, the sunset was
beautiful, and we’re already planning next year’s event,” he added.

What we loved
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Toned beauties sizzled in the bikini competition, while Uprising Boxing Gym
staged a series of high-energy exhibition matches.
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Sizzling summer soiree

LOOK.
Effortless elegance
Where we went

What we drank

ns

Antigua proved it packs a punch when it comes to fashion with a mesmorising
display of sartorial splendour. Scores of the island’s hippest fashionistas
turned out for a beachside runway show at the Coconut Grove restaurant in
Dickenson Bay.
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Bubbly in abundance, thanks to a generous supply of Veuve Cliquot
champagne from sponsors Quin Farara.

What we loved

The captivating couture from Sunseakers and Gingerlily, complemented by
jewellery from Caribbean Gems, was ideal for the island’s insouciant days
and nights. We adored the vibrant floral prints, floor-sweeping maxis and chic
bodycons, enhanced by easygoing costume bracelets and necklaces. Guests at
the all-inclusive extravaganza were also treated to goodie bags with a host of
intriguing trinkets.

What they said
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“The aim was for a colourful seaside fashion show, featuring some of the
wonderful casual clothes and beachwear available on island,” said an organiser.
“The setting we think was perfect and we will definitely be doing more.”
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LOOK.
Mystery and mischief
The Mediterranean Masked Carnival Ball at Ana’s on the Beach. The Dickenson Bay resort
restaurant was transformed into a 15th century Venetian wonderland, every bit as sublime
as its mischievous historic counterpart.

What we ate
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Gourmet food stations overflowed with an indulgent gastronomic selection of dishes
such as scallops gratin, beef tenderloin with green peppercorn sauce, seafood pasta,
eggplant caponata, vegetable tempura, mussels and white bean soup, and stuffed calamari.
Tantalising desserts included millefoglie with Chantilly cream, fruit tarts, sugar-sprinkled
miniature doughnuts, and chocolate-dipped biscotti.

Who we drank

Liquid refreshments were as effervescent as the atmosphere; Veuve Cliquot ran like water
all night.

What we loved
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The night comprised a total sensory experience with guests given the star treatment from
start to finish. A vibrant exhibition of Jan Farara’s captivating paintings was followed by an
ethereal, spine-tingling runway show of hats by Antiguan designer Calvin S, complete with
Venetian-themed costumes and music. Later, a foot-stomping appearance by the Spirited
band lured partygoers onto the dancefloor.
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LOOK.
Where we went
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When Shakespeare’s Globe theatre in London announced an intention to
perform Hamlet in every country in the world some said it was beyond barmy.
Antigua was the 41st nation out of 205 to host the production – at the historic
Copper and Lumber Store Hotel in Nelson’s Dockyard – as part of a wholly
unprecedented theatrical voyage.

What it was about

The two-year global tour kicked off in April 2014 to mark the 450th anniversary
of Shakespeare’s birth. Its 16 actors are currently performing in a host of kooky
locations across seven continents from the Arctic Circle to Zimbabwe. Mayan
ruins in Honduras and the UN headquarters in New York are just two.

What they said

Lo

Hamlet may be one of the greatest tragedies ever written but there was nothing
melancholy about the reception from Antigua & Barbuda. The venue was
packed to bursting with eager theatregoers. Production director Dominic
Dromgoole described the ‘Globe to Globe’ tour as an “amazing journey”
through “inspiring and resonant places”.

What we loved
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The atmospheric surrounds of the 18th century venue – enhanced by audio
effects of rolling thunder throughout the show – lent an extra special flavour.
*Special thanks to Jason Pickering for photo spread
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Method in the madness
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Experience living history at the Copper & Lumber
Store Hotel – in the heart of Nelson’s Dockyard
Where laidback charm meets rich culture and romance

Lo

Take a walk in Admiral Nelson’s shoes at this lovingly preserved waterfront 18th century hotel
and restaurant. Contact us for information about our wedding packages – because the most
important day of your life deserves to be magical in every way.

Visit www.copperandlumberhotel.com and www.nationalparksantigua.com or call (+268) 460-1159/60 for information

Adventures in bygone days
English Harbour walking tours make history come alive

ry
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ou don’t have to be a history buff
(or a hiking hero) to revel in the
enchanting tales and captivating
sites to be found on Antigua’s delightful
walking tours. Georgian residences, a
ruined fortress, breathtaking views and
intriguing wildlife are all yours for the
taking.
The gentle jaunts offered by the
National Parks Authority give a tangible
insight into the 18th century events which
shaped the nation and breathe new life into
Antigua’s colourful past. And – because
this is the Caribbean and our visitors would
expect nothing less – there may be a few
surprises and a drop of rum along the way.
The stroll starts from the stunning
surrounds of the Copper & Lumber Store
Hotel in the heart of Nelson’s Dockyard,
named after the famous British naval leader
who lived there from 1784 to 1787. A
meander around those graceful environs is
followed by a tour of the on-site museum.

Housed in the former naval clerk’s house,
it features everything from a restored 18th
century bedroom to Nelson’s very own
telescope and tea caddy and documents the
history of the only continuously working
Georgian marina in the world.
Walkers then head up to the evocative
ruins of Fort Berkeley, built in 1704 to
protect the port from enemy attacks, taking
in the vibrant flora and fauna along the
way.
Next it’s back to the hotel for lunch,
a chance to sample the flavourful fare the
venue is loved for. Guests can take an
afternoon sojourn – on foot or by taxi – to
Pigeon Point Beach, cherished for its white
powder-soft sand, abundant shade and
calm aquamarine ocean.
Later they’re invited to relax in the old
world ambience of the hotel, enjoy a drink
in the cobbled courtyard or overlooking
the water, and visit the adjacent souvenir
shops.

For those who prefer their holiday
even more languorous, there are also
short 20-minute tours of the dockyard and
museum available on selected Tuesday
evenings, followed by a scrumptious buffetstyle dinner.
With its lovingly preserved original
buildings and period furnishings, the
unique 14-suite Copper & Lumber Store
Hotel exudes elegance, whimsical charm
and an aura of swashbuckling adventure.
Set within the hub of English Harbour,
it’s ideally located for everything from
acclaimed restaurants and nightlife, to the
sailing regattas and breathtaking beaches
which made Antigua’s name. n

Copper & Lumber is open daily for
breakfast and lunch.
Visit www.copperandlumberhotel.
com or call 460-1058 to enquire
about tour schedules or make a
dinner reservation (24 hours in
advance).
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LOOK.
The euphoria of Carnival
Antigua Carnival 2014 – held under the aptly named theme ‘Bringing the Splendour’. This
10-day extravaganza of music and dance is held annually starting the last week in July. Our
omnipresent snapper Alex Andre Rhodes was on hand to capture the crazy, the captivating
and the colourful.
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What it’s about

The decades-old event evolved from celebrations to mark emancipation in 1834. Today it
comprises an intoxicating mix of live music, talent and cultural shows, food fairs, beauty
pageants and parades with costumes to rival Rio. Much of the action takes place in the
streets of St John’s with paid-for shows staged at the Antigua Recreation Ground (ARG).
Carnival culminates in a vibrant street party called J’ouvert (meaning ‘day break’) on the
first Monday in August. The annual celebrations offer the best insight into local culture and
tourists are warmly welcomed to join in. Don’t forget your comfy shoes – dancing is a must!

Who we loved
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Carnival is when Antiguans really prove their mettle as indefatigable party animals. And the
soca star who can whip up the biggest frenzy is declared ‘Party Monarch’ during a specially
staged live show. This year the competition appeared stiffer than ever as artists upped the ante
with goofy garb, upbeat performances and some impossibly catchy tunes. Ricardo Drue (see
interview on page 68) claimed the crown in the ‘jumpy’ section while Tian Winter took home
the ‘groovy’ title.
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Ricardo Drue

head. My inspiration comes from different
moods, different things I have gone through
in the past, sometimes just being on the
road for Carnival, and also from my kids
(three boys aged seven, five and three).
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3 What’s the best part of being on stage?
For that hour you’re up there you get
to encourage, inspire and command –
everything people want to do on a daily
basis. Carnival 2014, for me, was the best
carnival ever in terms of reception from the
people, reception for the music and the
vibes in general.

3 You were just a baby when you left
Antigua. What was life like growing up in
Trinidad?
A little rough. I mean it was decent really,
I had friends, and I didn’t want to leave at
the age of 13. But I was getting into trouble
and my grandfather, who lived in Florida,
thought it would be a good idea for me
to go there. Florida wasn’t how I thought
it would be; I expected to see all the girls
from the MTV videos! Later I went back
to Trinidad and started my musical career
there in 2009. In 2010 I made my first
appearance in Antigua.

Lo

t’s not a good sign for soca music when
merely typing the word results in the
dogged appearance of a red squiggly
line and a handful of ‘helpful’ alternative
spelling suggestions. Regardless of whether
or not we should credit Microsoft Word
with the weighty status of a barometer of
societal significance, one thing is for sure:
If anyone can drag the uptempo genre
into the global mainstream it’s Ricardo
Drue.
The 28-year-old Antiguan-born,
Orlando-based performer is one of its most
prolific trailblazers. An amalgam of soul
and calypso, soca has everything to do with
breakneck percussion, frenetic rhythms
and some rather risqué dance moves. And
nothing to do with soda. Or socks.
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Face to face with…

3 Who have your best musical
collaborations been with?
Bunji Garlin, Patrice Roberts, Edwin
Yearwood, Dr Evil aka Leftside, and
Claudette Peters. Bunji is very cool, very
reserved. And an incredible freestyler! He
asked me what I wanted him to say, I told
him exactly what I wanted, he looked at the
wall, looked back at me and came straight
out with it. I can’t do that like him; I can’t
even put my words on paper, I have to sing
them.

ry

3 Did you always want to be a performer?
Ever since I was a little kid. I would take
other people’s songs, keep the melody and
change the words. Then I’d say ‘hey mom,
I’ve written a song’ (laughs). Later I started
getting random melodies coming into my

3 What’s been the proudest moment of
your musical career so far?
Winning Soca Monarch for the first time
(Carnival 2014). I’m still in shock. I keep
having dreams where I am due to perform
the next day and feel really anxious! I am
definitely a perfectionist; I am told I need
to focus more on my performance, not on
what’s going on behind me with the band
and dancers, but I can’t help myself.

Lu
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3 What’s your favourite song to perform?
It always used to be ‘Socaholic’. Right
now it’s ‘Vagabond’. I actually expected
‘Vagabond’ to win Soca Monarch, I won’t
even lie. In fact, it was ‘Hide & Seek’ that
won.
3 How do you think soca is being
perceived internationally now?
I think there’s more awareness of it but
there’s still work for us to do. People like
Bunji Garlin (2013 Soul Train Awardee)
and Machel Montano (Trinidian singer/
songwriter) are doing well for the art form
but they’re just two individuals; we need
more ambassadors. I believe we have what
it takes here in Antigua if we can open our
eyes a little more.
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3 What makes you a proud Antiguan?
Our beaches most of all; there’s so many I
haven’t even been to them all. My favourite
one is a very quiet one near Dickenson Bay.
And the people too; they’re just real, if they
like you they like you, if they don’t they
don’t - and they tell you!
3 Tell us some of your favourite places to
hang out on island.
Well I’m a night person – I like Studio 79
(formerly Rush nightclub), and Last Call
(Friars Hill Road). And I love Halcyon Cove
Resort – I often spend two or three days
there relaxing by myself. As for restaurants,
when I am hungry I go anywhere! My
favourite local dish is fungee with saltfish,
ducana and plenty of hot sauce.
3 What’s the last book you read?
I’m not sure I can remember but the best
one I’ve ever read is The Secret (by Rhonda
Byrne). It had a huge effect on me. I really
try not to put negative energy into the
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3 What are some of the biggest
misconceptions about you?
I have been told I look vain, arrogant
and full of myself. It’s absolutely not true.
I am actually one of the most reserved
people you will ever meet. Not shy, more
introspective. I disappear into my thoughts
– a lot.

ry

universe. It’s a very important lesson; if you
want it out there, put it out there positively
– or don’t put it out at all.
3 Do you have an all-time favourite song?
Probably something by Neyo. I’m going to
say ‘Lazy Love’.
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3 Do you sing in the shower?
Yes! Often. Anything that comes to mind
really; sometimes my own stuff if I am
writing it right then or preparing for a show.

3 If you could switch places with anyone,
living or dead, for a week, who would it be?
Albert Einstein – just to understand his
thought processes as one of the smartest
men in the world, to know how he felt and
what went through his mind.
3 What’s your biggest regret in life so far?
I don’t have any. There are some decisions
I wish I had made sooner, but I think every
decision has a consequence and every
consequence teaches you a lesson. I try not
to live with regrets.

my first album, My Time, which was
released in July 2014. For 2015 I will be
working on my second album, ID Nation.
In the meantime, people can follow me
on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter – the
keyword is ‘itsdrue’. n

3 Tell us something about you that people
don’t know.
A lot of people don’t know I have three
kids. I would do anything in this world for
my children, even if it meant giving up
music. I like to play with them and teach
them lessons. They teach me a lot too,
the most important thing being that your
energy, your vibe, can affect someone
standing next to you. Sometimes they will
say, ‘daddy are you ok, you seem sad’, and
I am like, wow, you can feel that?! If they
can feel it, then other people around you
can too.
3 What are you working on right now?
Touring (Florida and the Caribbean) for
69
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The Property Handbook:
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With an extensive portfolio
from snug holiday hideaways
to plush palatial estates, we’re
confident it won’t be long
before you’re head over heels
in real estate love.”
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Thankfully, our growing economy, low
crime rate, political stability and British
legal system means your investment is in
one of the world’s safest destinations.
Identifying the right realtor to guide you
along the way is crucial. With a combined
three decades’ experience in the local
property market, the friendly, efficient
and professional Luxury Locations team
can help make finding your ideal abode a
fruitful and enjoyable experience.
The first stage is for us to determine
your specific requirements: is your dream
home beachfront or hillside? Does it have
a pool or garden? How many bedrooms
should it have? And what is your investment
range? We will then suggest various
properties for you to look at online and
arrange a time to take you to see them.
With an extensive portfolio from snug
holiday hideaways to plush palatial estates,
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Maximising your
investment

Our sister company Villa Management
provides comprehensive and meticulous
property management services. Should
you decide to enter your house into the
holiday rental programme, you can expect
a healthy annual return on your investment.

TOP TIPS FOR BOOSTING YOUR
PROPERTY’S ‘RENTABILITY’:

3 Fab furnishings: Entice holidaymakers
with chic, stylish décor and contemporary
appliances.
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“

we’re confident it won’t be long before
you’re head over heels in real estate love.
You can then submit an offer and we will
negotiate on your behalf, ensuring you the
best possible deal for your money. Once
the offer is accepted, a deposit will be
needed to reserve the property; usually
either US$10,000 or one per cent of the
property price.
Next come the all-important legalities
for which we can put you in touch with a
reputable lawyer. Their fee is between one
and two per cent of the purchase price, half
of which will be required upfront.
The seller’s lawyer will then draw up a
draft contract. Once both parties are happy
with the fine print, a 10 per cent deposit
of the property price is due (minus the
reservation deposit already paid). That will
be held safely in an escrow account.
Non-nationals buying a home
need a non-citizen’s licence which our
recommended lawyers can handle for you.
It costs five per cent of the purchase price
and can take up to three months to acquire
but it’s a pretty seamless process and 99 per
cent of applicants are approved.
The remaining 90 per cent is owed
upon completion of the deal. Finally, there’s
the transfer of the title deeds making you
the official owner. Now all that’s left for you
to do is settle in and enjoy your new home.
n
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urchasing a property – along with
choosing a spouse, a career or a
skinny latte over a frappuccino
– is right up there among life’s big gamechanging decisions. And preparing to
plough your life savings into a foreign land
can be enough to give the most steelynerved buyer the jitters.
Whether your second home is intended
as a savvy retirement strategy, perhaps
with a little bonus rental income in the
meantime, or just a route to unabashed
bragging about your new deluxe domicile
in an exotic location (we won’t judge),
Antigua & Barbuda offers a wealth of
fabulous options.

ns

The road to ownership – All you need to know about buying property in Antigua

3 Optical allure: Professional photos and
a video tour of your property make all the
difference. We provide these for free for all
our clients.
3 Pretty prices: Low season discounts are
a great way of ensuring your property is
occupied and generating income during the
slower months.
3 Devil’s in the details: Include ‘extras’
like sun-loungers, bicycles and inflatables –
anything that makes vacations more fun!

Start the search for your perfect property by logging onto
www.luxurylocations.com. Browse our extensive and diverse portfolio
– and find out more about our acclaimed property management
services and how we can help ensure you receive maximum return
on your investment.

Scan me to view
our properties...

C

E...
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an endearing quality
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We’re here to help you manage
your new life in paradise.

Global Commerce Centre
Old Parham Road
P.O. Box W1803
St. John’s, Antigua, West Indies

Tel: (268) 480-2240
Fax: (268) 462-1831
email: customer.service@gbc.ag
www.globalbankofcommerce.com

For over 30 years, Global Bank of Commerce, Antigua’s
oldest institution providing international financial services,
has offered its clients the perfect balance of world class
banking, security and convenience.
Antigua is an independent and sovereign jurisdiction since
1981, and is well positioned as a safe haven for the more
discriminating investor, who may also qualify to obtain
citizenship via a regulated process.
Contact us and learn how we can support your financial
goals, today and tomorrow.
Personal Banking Services
Wealth Management
Citizenship by Investment Programme
Online Banking
International Banking Solutions

MEET THE LUXURY LOCATIONS TEAM.

CEO
From working as a startup business consultant
to martial training,
Sam’s professional
background is as
diverse as the countries
he’s called home. He
moved to Antigua from the UK in 2009.
When he’s not working, he’s often found
underwater pursuing his passion for
freediving.

Pascale Nunes

General manager
Born and raised in
Africa, Pascale moved
to Antigua in October
1998. A stint in bar
work was followed
by an administrative
position at the Big Banana group where she
rose through the ranks to become executive
assistant. Pascale joined the helm of our
team in October 2013.

Gemma Handy

Editor
A professionally
trained British
journalist, Gemma
worked for one of
the UK’s largest
daily newspapers
before moving to the
Caribbean in 2006. She spent six years in
the Turks & Caicos Islands and has lived in
Antigua since summer 2012.

3 What do you like most about your
work? I love the different aspects of it; no
two days are alike. I also love meeting new
people, getting to understand what clients
are looking for and the smile you get when
you have made someone’s day better.
3 What’s the best book you’ve ever read?
Hmmm. ‘The Old Man And The Sea’ by
Ernest Hemingway in my teenage years;
it’s a very special book. Another one was
‘Ouragan’ by Jeromine Pasteur in which
she describes her experience in St Maarten
during Hurricane Luis. I could not put it
down.
3 Tell us one thing people don’t know
about you. I am a very shy person, trying
very hard to hide it. But don’t tell anyone!
3 What famous person do you most
admire and why? Someone does not have
to be famous for me to admire him or her.
Honesty, selflessness and kindness are some
of the traits that would make me respect
and admire a person.
3 What’s your favourite Antiguan hidden
gem? There’s that little beach on the south
side of Green Island. Just before sunset, it’s
just beautiful and peaceful.

Lo

3 What do you like most about your
work? The variety of different people that I
get to encounter and work with.
3 What’s the best book you’ve ever read?
Lord of the Rings. It was really rich in its
detail and complexity, with multiple stories
happening at the same time.
3 Tell us one thing people don’t know
about you. I was once asked to be an extra
in the musical, Starlight Express! I played
roller hockey and was good on skates and
they thought I would make a good train
engine.
3 What famous person do you most
admire and why? Albert Einstein because
he was philosophical as well as scientific.
He not only looked at the depth of things
but the breadth. I like the quote: “Reality is
merely an illusion, albeit a very persistent
one.”
3 What’s your favourite Antiguan hidden
gem? The underwater caves that we
freedive through.

for a real insight into local culture. It’s the one
place you see people exactly as they are.
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Sam Dyson

my business grow and expand, seeing all
the wonderful properties we have on island
– and the feeling of getting a sale!
3 What’s the best book you’ve ever
read? I usually read business books that
will help me develop. Richard Branson’s
autobiography was very inspiring.
3 Tell us one thing people don’t know
about you. When I was 13 I won awards for
disco dancing. I still think I am an awesome
mover – even if no one else does.
3 What famous person do you most
admire and why? Beyoncé. She’s only 33,
worth a fortune and gets to do exactly what
she loves every day.
3 What’s your favourite Antiguan hidden
gem? Pinching Bay Beach.
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3 What do you like most about your
work? I love to write; I find it cathartic and
satisfying. I also have a natural curiosity
and interviewing people gives me a licence
to ask questions that might otherwise be
considered nosy!
3 What’s the best book you’ve ever read?
‘To Kill A Mocking Bird’ is my favourite
classic and ‘The Kite Runner’ is the one I
most enjoyed in recent years.
3 Tell us one thing people don’t know
about you. If I had one wish it would be for
a time machine so I could travel through all
the fascinating periods in history across the
world.
3 What famous person do you most
admire and why? My sister. She’s not
exactly famous but she should be. She’s
spent most of her life doing youth and
community work and has an incredible
gift for bringing out the best in people and
making them believe in themselves.
3 What’s your favourite Antiguan hidden
gem? The marketplace at dawn. Wherever I
go in the world, I always head to the market

Nadia Dyson

Founder
UK-born Nadia has
lived in Antigua,
working in the local
property market, since
2004 and founded
Luxury Locations
in 2009. Today the
company exclusively represents some of
the nation’s most exclusive properties and
developments.

3 What do you like most about your
work? I love being my own boss, watching
72

Ita Crump

Rental Manager &
Guest Services
There’s not much about
customer service and
management that Ita
doesn’t know. A former
online gaming rep, she
joined Luxury Locations in August 2011
and has become an invaluable member
of our team managing the company’s
extensive portfolio of rental properties.

Linisa George

3 What do you like most about your
work? The challenge, I love to be on the go.
Good time management is critical and I get
to exercise that all the time.
3 What’s the best book you’ve ever read?
Anything by Jodi Picoult. I am intrigued by
her writing style. She captivates me; once I
start one I can’t put it down.
3 Tell us one thing people don’t know
about you. I can be very outspoken and
frank if provoked!
3 What famous person do you most
admire and why? Mother Teresa as
she helped so many people with her
humanitarian efforts.
3 What’s your favourite Antiguan hidden
gem? I love walking in the hills. Wallings
Dam in the rainforest is really beautiful.
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3 What do you like most about your
work? The working environment, the
camaraderie with my coworkers and the
confidence that Nadia and Sam have in us.
3 What’s the best book you’ve ever read?
Maya Angelou’s memoir, ‘I Know Why The
Caged Bird Sings’, in which she describes
discovering writing through reading. Also,
‘Catcher In The Rye’ that I read in my 20s
and really appreciated; he was a little crazy
but trying to find himself.
3 Tell us one thing people don’t know
about you. I am extremely shy and I
struggle in social settings.
3 What famous person do you most
admire and why? Maya Angelou because
she engaged in many different activities and
careers.
3 What’s your favourite Antiguan hidden
gem? It’s not hidden but I’m most at peace
at Half Moon Bay.

me to a whole new dimension as a kid; it
felt like escaping somewhere.
3 Tell us one thing people don’t know
about you. I am an aspiring chef and love
to make pastry.
3 What famous person do you most
admire and why? Iyanla Vanzant, the life
coach. She’s been through so much and
had so many different experiences that
people can relate to. Now she uses her life
as an example to help others.
3 What’s your favourite Antiguan hidden
gem? My neighbourhood of Orange Valley,
it’s tucked away but still close to the beach.
There’s a pond for fishing and the hills are
my backyard.

ns

Quality Control
Manager
Roxanne is kept
permanently on her
toes making sure all
our properties are in
shipshape condition
for our discerning
guests. A former Virgin Atlantic customer
service rep, she joined us in December
2013. Roxanne is originally from Trinidad
but made Antigua her home more than two
decades ago.

Lo

Accounts Manager
Math may not be
everyone’s cup of tea
but numbers come
naturally to Linisa.
She loves evaluating
financial systems and
devising strategies
to help companies run smoothly and
efficiently. Born in Guyana, she has lived in
Antigua since the age of four and joined the
Luxury Locations team in April 2014.

Roxanne Allum
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3 What do you like most about your
work? I love people so I would have to say
meeting all our clients. When I see their
excitement for their holiday it makes me
really happy; I enjoy it through them.
3 What’s the best book you’ve ever read?
‘To Shoot Hard Labour’ because it’s all
about the history of Antigua.
3 Tell us one thing people don’t know
about you. I am absolutely terrified of
public speaking; it makes me literally want
to pass out.
3 What famous person do you most
admire and why? Nelson Mandela because
he did so much and managed to remain
humble. For me, humility is the best trait.
3 What’s your favourite Antiguan hidden
gem? Valley Church Beach; it’s so tranquil
and, I think, the most beautiful in Antigua.

Kanesha James

Administrative
Assistant
A keen poker player,
Kanesha’s previous
role was in the fraud
detection department
of an online gaming
firm. Born in Crabbs
Hill, Antigua, she joined Luxury Locations
in September last year and is also a parttime art teacher at St Andrew’s School
where she’s worked since qualifying in
2003.
3 What do you like most about your
work? The flexibility. And the fact that
there’s so much to learn and so many
people to meet and interact with.
3 What’s the best book you’ve ever read?
‘The Faraway Tree’ by Enid Blyton. It took

Alex Andre
Rhodes

Photographer
For talented Antiguaborn photographer
Alex, capturing the
island’s stunning
scenery on camera
has long been a passion and a mode
of relaxation. Alex joined the Luxury
Locations team in spring 2013 and is
the man behind the lens in much of the
magazine’s spectacular imagery.
3 What do you like most about your
work? I love taking pictures; it’s relaxing,
challenging and there’s so much scope for
creativity.
3 What’s the best book you’ve ever read? I
am fascinated by science fiction and magic
- I really enjoyed the Harry Potter series and
all the ideas contained in it.
3 Tell us one thing people don’t know
about you. I always wanted to be a pilot. I
started the training but stopped when my
instructor left the country. I was young at
the time and never went back to it.
3 What famous person do you most
admire and why? Eric Clapton. In addition
to his music, I like the fact he’s very down
to earth and easygoing.
3 What’s your favourite Antiguan hidden
gem? Rendezvous Bay at around 5.30am. I
go there most mornings to run and swim. At
that time there’s hardly anyone around so I
have it all to myself; it’s so peaceful.
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Pearns Point named among world’s best

“
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The New York-based bi-monthly
publication – aimed at ultra high net worth
readers – assessed developments across
the globe on everything from location and
price, to local amenities, national GDP
and billionaire population. Topping the
list is New York’s 432 Park Avenue – a

74

from the international community. We’ve
already confirmed almost US$25m in
sales.”
Pearns Point developer Albert Hartog
said he was delighted. “This is indeed proof
of our promise to bring something truly
exceptional to the international real estate
market while flying the flag for Antigua
& Barbuda. Work is rapidly progressing
and we’re very much looking forward to
unveiling our first show home soon. The
properties will be quite unlike anything the
island has seen before.”
Antigua scores two more mentions
on the list; Jumby Bay’s celebrity-magnet
residences came in at number 146 while

Lo

The 141-acre Pearns Point
site will eventually be home
to a 60 to 80-suite hotel –
managed by a leading five-star
brand.”

set of luxury apartments comprising the
tallest residential tower in the western
hemisphere. In second place is the St Regis
in Singapore, known for its round-theclock butler service and chauffeur-driven
Bentleys.
The heavyweight ranking in the
magazine’s September/October issue once
again brought Antigua & Barbuda before
an international audience, cementing the
country’s status as a prime place to invest.
The 141-acre Pearns Point site will
eventually be home to a 60 to 80-suite
hotel – managed by a leading five-star
brand – plus 60 luxury condos and 50
private homes designed by acclaimed
Dutch architect Piet Boon.
The deluxe residences are being
exclusively sold and marketed by Savills
International and its Antigua-based
associate Luxury Locations whose CEO Sam
Dyson said: “This rating is a major coup for
Pearns Point, coming less than 18 months
after its official launch. Since ground was
first broken in 2013, interest has flooded in
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ntigua’s hotly anticipated US$250m
Pearns Point resort and residential
project has been named one of the
top real estate developments in the world.
The luxury scheme currently under
construction on the island’s west coast was
the only one in the Caribbean to make the
top 50 in the list published by Elite Traveler
magazine. Pearns Point claimed 45th spot
out of a total 248.
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Deluxe development continues to make global waves with badge of honour from Elite Traveler magazine
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“

The luxury scheme currently
under construction on the
island’s west coast was the
only one in the Caribbean
to make the top 50 in the list
published by Elite Traveler
magazine.”
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“

Pearns Point is piquing
the interest of the world’s
elite...”
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In addition to its pristine location with
seven spectacular beaches, what sets Pearns
Point apart is the focus on low density,
environmentally sensitive construction.
Locally sourced natural materials will
harmonise and complement the organic
surrounds.
Boon was enlisted in 2013 to draw
up a total concept from the structural

architecture to the landscaping, fittings and
furnishings. One of the biggest names in
the industry, he is known for his incredible
craftsmanship and minimalist contemporary
elegance.
Major factors in Boon’s designs are
durability, longevity, low maintenance
materials and designs, and minimal
ecological impact. Native wood and
local rock will be a strong feature. For
the purposes of aesthetic cohesion, all
structures will have exterior similarities
although clients who opt to build their own
will have freedom to exercise their own
creativity too.
With a host of enticing optional features
such as private gyms, al fresco showers
and outdoor wood fireplaces for the colder
months – not to mention the jaw-dropping
vistas – it’s easy to see why Pearns Point is
piquing the interest of the world’s elite and
is well on track to becoming one of the
region’s most sought-after addresses. n
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For more information, visit
www.pearns-point-antigua.com
or contact Luxury Locations on
(+268) 562-8174.
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Tamarind Hills overlooking Darkwood
Beach was placed at 158.
Dubbed the ‘private jet lifestyle
magazine’, Elite Traveler describes the index
as the “definitive guide to the best of the
best in residential real estate developments”.
Pearns Point even ranks above the
US$3.5bn Baha Mar resort in Nassau,
Bahamas, which took 79th position.

ns

Pearns Point named among the world’s best

Viewings can be arranged
through Luxury Locations
Estate Agents. To receive
more information about
this unique luxury
residential development,
or to arrange a viewing of
the available lots, please
contact Nadia Dyson;
+1 268 562 8174;
nadia@luxurylocations.com
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The Caribbean’s Premier
Generator Specialists
Sales • Service • Parts

• Antigua’s only authorized FG Wilson
service centre
• Top quality, fully automatic generators
at unbeatable prices
• Superior quality service and support
• Complete sales and service centre
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facebook.com/luxurylocations.themagazine

Don’t be left in the dark, call us today

+1 (268) 462-EXEL (3935)
exeleng@candw.ag
www.exelengineering.com

Authorized Agents for FG Wilson
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Friars Hill Road, St. John’s, Antigua, W.I.
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if you need it,
let us find it!
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hardware
garden goods
home goods
luxury goods

friars hill rd
st johns, antigua

paint: 734-2222
hardware: 463-6245
re.com
www.northcoasthardwa
e.com
ar
dw
ar
info@northcoasth
north coast hardware
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PAINT SUPPLIES • ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING • HOME GOODS

Don’t delay, get that
weekend project underway!

Hardware department open 7 days per week
Paint department open 6 days per week.

weekly
deliveries
from our
suppliers.
quality
products
only.
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How a holiday home at Blue Waters proved the perfect
panacea to city stress
facilities include 58 rooms and 29 suites,
three restaurants, bars, swimming pools,
fitness centre, golf course, beauty salon and
spa.
Those who wish to extend the holiday
indefinitely can do so by buying a property
on-site, ranging from one-bed condos to
luxurious palatial penthouses.
Like many visitors who fall head over
heels for Antigua, Barry and Margaret
testify to one prevailing aspect that went
beyond the breathtaking beaches, verdant
vegetation and kindly climes.
“What really made Antigua for us was
the people,” Margaret, a pharmacist, says.
“All Caribbean islands have great weather
and beaches but in Antigua there was
none of that commercial push; people
were so warm and friendly we never felt
uncomfortable or threatened. It’s always
been like a second home.”
Margaret and Barry, who works in the
finance department of Britain’s biggest
retailer, Tesco, first stayed at Blue Waters
in May 2007 after choosing the awardwinning all-inclusive for their nuptials.
“It was a wonderful wedding, we stayed
at the private villa of Rock Cottage and all
our family came out too.
“We’d been looking to buy a holiday
home abroad and when we saw the resort
was in the process of building some,
everything seemed to fit together like a
jigsaw. We’d signed on the dotted line
by the time we flew home,” Margaret
continues.
“We liked the fact that the resort is a
family business; we had direct contact with
the owners who were always available for
us. They love Antigua too and you can see
that when you talk to them; they have their
heart in it, it’s not just a business.”
The couple’s colonial-style onebedroom Cove Suite was completed on
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raffic jams longer than the River
Mersey, a blitzkrieg of urgent
emails and phone calls, and a
‘lunch hour’ that sounds as retro as leg
warmers. The most exciting thing likely to
happen today is an impromptu office fire
drill, and all around is the perpetual grey
drizzle of winter with not a smidgen of
sunshine in sight.
It’s enough to make anyone dream of a
holiday in a tropical haven, right?
Every year thousands of UV-starved
Brits purchase a second home overseas as a
sanctuary from the treadmill of daily urban
life. For Barry Stanier and Margaret Allan,
from Cardiff, the added stress of highpowered professions meant their foreign
retreat had to go further still and offer the
ultimate in R&R.
From its idyllic north-west coast
location, the Blue Waters resort epitomises
tranquillity, elegance and splendour. Its
impossibly chic environs and uber-upscale
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BELOW: Margaret and Barry chose Blue
Waters for their 2007 wedding
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Finding Eden
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Finding Eden
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schedule by Christmas. Built on a sunsetfacing bluff, the stunning panorama from
the balcony takes in luscious gardens,
communal pool and an expanse of
Caribbean Sea. Its fabulously appointed,
air-conditioned interior comprises a stylish
living area, generously-sized sleeping
accommodation and an over-sized
bathroom with free-standing bath.
Placing it into the resort’s rental
pool earned the couple return on their
investment – and six weeks each year to
enjoy their sun-drenched sanctuary.

“

It’s very special to be so near
to the ocean; just to sit outside
and watch the sunset with
that amazing uninterrupted
view of the sea.”
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“We get 50 per cent of the profit from
rentals,” Margaret says, “and none of the
worry about maintenance. The resorts sees
to all that for us. It’s headache-free.
“Everyone who visits Blue Waters gets
the star treatment. But as an owner there’s
an extra special relationship. Over the years
the staff have become like family to us;
we relax as soon as we get there. We both
have stressful jobs so to get somewhere and
instantly feel so comfortable is a big thing
for us.”
After seven years of fond memories and
rejuvenating vacations, Barry and Margaret
have decided to sell the property to free up
equity for plans back home.
“Most of all we’ll miss the calm and the
quiet,” Margaret adds. “It’s very special to
be so near to the ocean; just to sit outside
and watch the sunset with that amazing
uninterrupted view of the sea. We think the
new owner will fall in love with it just the
way we did.” n
RIGHT: Sunset scene from the Cove Suite

The Cove Suite is listed at
US$425,000. For more information
or to arrange a viewing, call Luxury
Locations on (+268) 562-8174.
80

Contact us at info@luxurylocations.com or call +1 268 562 8174.
We look forward to hearing from you.
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Ristorante Paparazzi

Rusty Pelican

Roxy’s

Antigua Slipway, English Harbour

Antigua Yacht Club, English Harbour

Home-style Italian cuisine with the freshest, highest
quality ingredients. Spectacular waterfront views and a
wide selection of the finest wines from across the globe.

Tour the world’s tastes while enjoying a harbour view.
International dishes from 14 countries – including
authentic fish ‘n’ chips, chicken tikka masala and beef
goulash.

Located on lovely Galleon Beach, Chef Mark and Amanda
are waiting to welcome you. Born in South Africa, Mark is
the secret agent behind the spices that make their menu
unique in Antigua. The famous chicken peri-peri is marinated
overnight in a flavourful blend of South African-grown spices
with the chicken cooked to perfection on a flame grill. Other
delights include flame-grilled shrimp, steak rolls, burgers,
wraps and fish of the day.

Call (+268) 562-8136

Call (+268) 734-4006

Open Tuesday to Sunday for lunch
and dinner.

Call (+268) 726-6899

Open Tuesday to Sunday for lunch and dinner.
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www.ristorantepaparazzi.net

Open Tuesday to Sunday for lunch. Dinner by reservation.
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Switch to clean, sustainable energy
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The planet will thank you – and so will your wallet

3 Solar PV System design
and installation
3 Energy project appraisal
3 Energy efficiency audits
and retro-fitting

OWIA Energy Solutions, Hodges Bay, Antigua

Call +268 764 0011

sales@owiaenergy.com • www.owiaenergy.com
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The global professionals
with local presence.

Head Office, Luxury Locations, Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour, St Mary’s, Antigua
Telephone: +1268 562 8174 | info@luxurylocations.com | www.luxurylocations.com
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SENSE.

How artists and artisans helped give Jolly House its edge

A honey-toned hallway gives way to
a large drawing or reception room with
glass doors leading onto a vast sundeck.
This broad 700sq metre waterfront space
will enrapture anyone who loves al
fresco entertaining. With partially-shaded
relaxation and dining areas, a generouslyproportioned heated pool with ‘endless
pool’ exerciser, and a two-storey gazebo
and bar, Jolly House ticks several boxes on
the dream home checklist from the outside
alone.
Replica cannons cast their steely gaze
across the marina while a constant breeze
keeps the terrace comfortable all year
round. There are two private docks for
yachts measuring up to 75ft and 80ft, and a
15-ton boat lift.
Entirely remodelled, the property boasts
a total of 10 bedrooms – all with en-suites
plus two guest bathrooms – and living
space of more than 800sq metres.
During a wander of the interior,
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f Jolly House had been created with the
specific intention of perfectly framed
views of the beautiful Sleeping Indian
hills, its designers could not have been
more successful.
In fact its sublime setting – enhanced
by a prime position at the entrance to Jolly
Harbour’s full service marina – is just a
fraction of what this sprawling home has to
offer.
Its cheerful marigold hues cut a striking
figure from across the water. Approached
landside, it’s found at the end of a small
street in the heart of the gated community
which enjoys an enduring status as one of
Antigua’s most sought-after locations.
Entering its solid purpleheart front
door, visitors are greeted to an enchanting
display of bold stencils and murals lining
the interior walls and pillars. An artist is
clearly in residence here. And she’s imbued
her flair into the property’s abundance of
rooms, alcoves, nooks and crannies.
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Majesty on the waterfront
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Jolly House was recently fitted with a
new roof and also underwent an extension
into an adjacent property. In addition to
extra rooms, the latter saw the creation of
a loft space used as a glorious open-plan
bedroom and bathroom, complete with
bath-tub.
For sale fully-furnished – and with a
plethora of first-rate amenities just a stone’s
throw away – this fabulous home’s proud
new owner can expect a seamless move
and a living experience every bit as blissful
as its name. n

Jolly House is listed for sale at
US$4,750,000.

Call Luxury Locations on (+268)
562-8174 for more information or to
arrange a viewing.
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beguiling objets d’art add additional
flourishes of character. Balinese-style
furniture is infused with vintage pieces.
Doors and windowframes are constructed
of purpleheart, and floors are an amalgam
of vibrant tiles in some parts, wooden
boards in others. There are air-conditioning
units throughout.
The kitchen is a charming display of
wooden cabinets the colour of mulled wine
with yellow trim, suspended utensils and
contemporary appliances.
With so many rooms to choose from,
many of the bedrooms serve an ulterior
purpose, such as a study, a gym, even an
artist’s studio.
The master suite houses a magnificent
four-poster bed and relaxation space with
sofas. It has its own dressing room with
walk-in wardrobe, and his and her en-suites
both fitted with bathtubs and luxurious
rainfall showers. Doors lead to another
huge deck with stunning sea vistas.
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Majesty on the waterfront
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Looking for a building service?
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Don’t know where to find professional, reliable and affordable service providers?

BUILD
ANTIGUA

Look no further – Build Antigua has all the service providers
you need. We only deal with professionals who have been
tried and tested so you can rest assured your service will be
just as you want it.

Just let us know what service you require and we will put you in touch with our recommended providers.
Build Antigua only endorses the most reliable, efficient and trustworthy professionals in the field.

Contact us now on +1 268 562 8174
Part of the Luxury Locations Group, Porto Fino Offices, Jolly Harbour,

Property Index
Sales

ns

NORTH COAST
P.88 & P.89 Villa Kathleen, Galley Bay Heights – Exclusive
P.92 Villa Capri, Galley Bay Heights – Exclusive
P.97 Mercer’s Creek, Willikies area – Exclusive
P.106 Flint House, Jumby Bay – Exclusive
P.107 Palm Villa, St John’s area – Exclusive
P.108 Villa W, Hodges Bay
P.109 28 Pillar Rock, Five Islands
P.110 Exhale, Crosbies
P.111 The Cove Suite, Blue Waters – Exclusive
P.112 Villa Nicobar, Galley Bay Heights
P.113 Crosbies 18,270 sqft plot

ca
tio

EAST COAST
P.101 Half Moon House, Half Moon Bay – Exclusive
P.107 Villa Susanna, Nonsuch Bay area – Exclusive
P.107 Compass Point, Nonsuch Bay – Exclusive
P.108 Bay Villa, Nonsuch Bay – Exclusive
P.109 Seaviews, Long Bay – Exclusive
P.109 Mandala House, Half Moon Bay – Exclusive
P.109 Chalet 310, Verandah Resort – Exclusive
P.110 Town House 24, Nonsuch Bay
P.110 Coconut House, Nonsuch Bay
SOUTH EAST COAST
P.115 Willoughby Bay 100-acre plot

SOUTH COAST
P.99 Cole House, Savannah – Exclusive
P.102 Villa Babylon, English Harbour area – Exclusive
P.107 Moondance, Galleon Beach
P.108 Villa 440, St James Club resort
P.109 Pelican House, Turtle Bay
P.115 English Harbour nine-acre plot

Lo

“List with the
best and forget
the rest!”
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– David Vaughan,
Savills International London

Head Office, Luxury Locations,
Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour,
St Mary’s, Antigua
Telephone: +1268 562 8174
info@luxurylocations.com
www.luxury-locations-magazine.com
www.luxurylocations.com

WEST COAST
P.90 Indian View, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.91 Jolly House, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.93 Ocean Seven, Tamarind Hills – Exclusive
P.94 Carlisle Bay apartment, Old Road – Exclusive
P.95 Sea Horse, Tamarind Hills – Exclusive
P.96 Island Breeze, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.98 The Watch House, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.100 Villa Nirvana, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.103 Sugar Ridge No 8, Sugar Ridge resort – Exclusive
P.104 Passion Village, Valley Church – Exclusive
P.105 Villa 244A, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.107 Pearns Point, Jolly Harbour area – Exclusive
P.107 Blue House, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.108 Villa Caribe, Valley Heights
P.108 Lime Cottage, Jolly Harbour
P.108 Summer House, Jolly Harbour
P.110 Sand Bar, Jolly Harbour
P.110 Pimento Villa, Harbour View
P.110 Villa Kirby, Harbour View
P.111 Villa 414B, Jolly Harbour
P.111 Villa 408A, Jolly Harbour
P.111 Hamilton No 2, St Mary’s
P.111 Hamilton No 3, St Mary’s
P.11 Summer Breeze, Jolly Harbour area
P.114 Villa 224C, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.114 Villa 411A, Jolly Harbour
P.114 Villa Floriana, Jolly Harbour
P.114 Villa 419A, Jolly Harbour
P.114 Villa 332F, Jolly Harbour
P.115 Harbour Island Plot 47, Jolly Harbour
P.115 Pimento Villa, Harbour View – Exclusive
P.115 Barracuda 7, Tamarind Hills – Exclusive
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Villa Kathleen, Galley Bay
Heights
Sublime Style
Price on request

When this fabulous seven-bedroom waterfront villa was created it
was done so with two things in mind: to cater to every potential whim
and offer the ultimate in show-stopping luxury and style. Occupying
more than 13,000sqft of living and entertainment space, the property
boasts a stunning infinity pool, Jacuzzi, fully-equipped gym, private
full-size floodlit tennis court and 360 degree panoramic views over the

Caribbean Sea. Villa Kathleen is set into the hillside of the exclusive
Galley Bay Heights gated community where notable homeowners
include fashion designer Giorgio Armani. The two-acre tropical gardens
are ablaze with bougainvillea and palm trees.The bright spacious
interior includes a gourmet kitchen, large open-plan lounge and
living area, indoor and outdoor dining, conservatory, and seven airconditioned bedrooms all with en-suite bath and shower rooms.

Stile sublime
Prezzo su richiesta

Questa favolosa villa sul lungomare con sette camere da letto fu
costruita in base a due principi fondamentali: soddisfare ogni potenziale
capriccio e offrire il massimo lusso ed eleganza. Questa proprietà, che
occupa più di 1200 m² fra spazio abitabile e intrattenimento, è dotata

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.

di piscina a sfioro, Jacuzzi, palestra completamente attrezzata, campo
da tennis regolare illuminato e vista panoramica a 360 gradi sul Mar dei
Caraibi. Villa Kathleen si trova nell’esclusiva comunità privata di Galley
Bay Heights, sul fianco della collina dove, fra i proprietari di case, spicca
lo stilista Giorgio Armani. I giardini tropicali da due acri pullulano di
bouganville e palme.
I luminosi e spaziosi interni includono una cucina gourmet, un’area
soggiorno e lounge open space, una zona pranzo interna ed esterna, una
veranda e sette camere da letto con aria condizionata, tutte con bagno
privato e docce.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Paradiso con vista sul mare

Warerfront Paradise Style

Prezzo: US$1,700,000

Lu
xu

Indian View, Jolly Harbour
US$1,700,000

With a prime waterfront location in the heart of desirable Jolly Harbour,
this stylish three-bedroom villa offers both privacy and close proximity to
amenities. Named after its superb views of natural landmark, the Sleeping
Indian hills, the property benefits further from uber-contemporary styling
inside and out.
Inside is a large open-plan living, dining and kitchen area, the
latter with high-end chrome appliances. High ceilings and tiled floors
throughout help keep the property cool.
Fans of the great outdoors will love the villa’s vast shaded verandah
at the back, complete with pool, sundeck and dining area for al fresco
entertaining.

Questa villa elegante sul lungomare con tre camere da letto, situata in
posizione centrale nel cuore dell’attraente Jolly Harbour, offre privacy
e, allo stesso tempo, una vicinanza ai servizi. Questa proprietà, che
prende il nome grazie alla vista sulle colline naturali ‘Sleeping Indian’, è
caratterizzata da uno stile ultra-moderno sia all’interno che all’esterno.
All’interno vi è uno spazio aperto che comprende soggiorno, zona
pranzo e cucina, quest’ultima dotata di apparecchiature di alta qualità
con finiture cromate. L’alto soffitto ed il pavimento con mattonelle
contribuiscono a mantenere l’ambiente fresco. Gli amanti della vita
all’aria aperta apprezzeranno sicuramente la spaziosa veranda coperta
nel retro, che include piscina, terrazzo e zona pranzo per mangiare
all’aperto.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.
com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Jolly House, Jolly Harbour
Harbourside Haven
US$4,750,000

A prime location at the entrance to Jolly Harbour’s full service
marina is just a fraction of what this sprawling home has to offer.
Entirely remodelled and set within a desirable gated community, Jolly
House boasts 10 bedrooms – all with en-suites – and living space of
more than 800sq metres, excluding the property’s expanse of open
decking. Inside, vibrant colours, murals and intriguing objets d’art
fill the place with charm and character. The two-storey waterside
gazebo, pool and bar area is ideal for relaxing, entertaining and
soaking up the stunning views. There are two private docks for yachts
up to 75ft and 80ft, a 15-ton boat lift and a heated swimming pool
with ‘endless pool’ exerciser.

Un’oasi vicino al porto
Prezzo: US$4,750,000

Questa casa irregolare, situata in posizione centrale all’entrata della
marina attrezzata di Jolly Harbour, è stata completamente ristrutturata
ed è situata all’interno di una comunità privata; Jolly House è dotata di
10 camere da letto, tutte con bagno privato, e di uno spazio abitabile di
più di 800 metri quadrati, senza contare il terrazzo aperto. Gli interni,
con colori accesi, murali e curiosi oggetti d’arte, sono ricchi di fascino e
personalità.
Il gazebo a due piani sul lungomare, la piscina e la zona bar sono
ideali per rilassarsi, divertirsi e ammirare gli splendidi panorami. Ci
sono due ormeggi privati per gli yacht fino a 22-24 m, un ascensore per
imbarcazioni da 15 tonnellate e una piscina riscaldata con il sistema di
allenamento ‘endless pool’.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Villa Capri, Galley Bay Heights Splendore assoluto
Sheer Splendour
US$4,500,000

This spectacular four-bedroom hillside home with separate one-bedroom
guest cottage takes its place among tropical vegetation before an expanse
of azure water. Set in the exclusive Galley Bay Heights gated community,
renowned for its panoramic vistas, Villa Capri offers the ultimate in luxury
living.
Outside is a large sundeck with stylish furniture, dining area and
infinity pool. The open-plan, air-conditioned interior maximises natural
light and breezes with vaulted ceilings and an abundance of windows
and glass sliding doors. The 7,500sqft living space includes a vast lounge
and dining area, contemporary kitchen, entertainment room and gym. All
bedrooms have en-suites and verandahs.

Prezzo: US$4,500,000

Questa spettacolare residenza con quattro camere, situata sul pendio
di una collina, con un cottage separato per gli ospiti con una camera
da letto, è nel cuore della vegetazione tropicale, a ridosso delle acque
azzurre. Situata nell’esclusiva comunità privata di Galley Bay Heights,
rinomata per le viste panoramiche, Villa Capri offre il massimo per una
vita nel lusso. All’esterno si trova uno spazioso terrazzo con arredamenti
eleganti, una zona pranzo e una piscina a sfioro. Gli interni open
space dotati di aria condizionata massimizzano la luce naturale e
le brezze grazie ai soffitti a volte alte e a tantissime finestre e porte
finestre scorrevoli in vetro. Lo spazio abitabile da 700 m² include una
spaziosa zona soggiorno e pranzo, una cucina moderna, una stanza per
l’intrattenimento e una palestra. Tutte le camere da letto sono dotate di
bagno privato e verande.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Lusso squisito

Exquisite Luxury

Prezzo: US$2,650,000

Lu
xu

Ocean Seven, Tamarind Hills
US$2,650,000

Offering the ultimate in tranquillity and privacy, Tamarind Hills takes
luxury living to new heights. Set within a five-star resort, Ocean Seven
comprises simple, elegant designs with unparalleled comfort, coupled
with jaw-dropping panoramic vistas across the Caribbean Sea.
The spectacular fully-furnished, four bedroom, four bathroom
property has a private infinity pool with sleek, basalt black tiles,
exquisitely finished European kitchens and bathrooms, and spacious
outdoor living areas. Transparent balconies ensure not a single millimetre
of the sweeping views is compromised.

Offrendo il massimo della tranquillità e della privacy, le Tamarind Hills
offrono un’esperienza di vita nel lusso di livello superiore. Situato
all’interno di un resort a cinque stelle, Ocean Seven è caratterizzato da
un design semplice ed elegante con un comfort senza pari, combinato
con sbalorditive viste panoramiche sul Mar dei Caraibi.
Questa spettacolare proprietà, completamente arredata con quattro
camere da letto e quattro bagni, dispone di una piscina a sfioro privata
con eleganti piastrelle nere in basalto, bagni e cucine in stile europeo con
finiture meravigliose e ampie zone abitabili all’aperto. I balconi trasparenti
permettono di non perdersi neanche un millimetro di ciò che lo stupendo
paesaggio ha da offrire. Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su
www.luxurylocations.com. Per organizzare un incontro in loco,
contattare info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Eleganza sobria

Understated Elegance

US$1,350,00

Lu
xu

Carlisle Bay apartment
US$1,350,000

Here is a rare opportunity to purchase property within the exclusive
Carlisle Bay resort. This two-bedroom beachfront terrace suite has an
expertly styled interior and a private veranda leading off the large master
suite, directly onto the beach.
The second bedroom has twin beds, in-built wardrobes, a coffee
maker and small seating area. There is a kitchenette with four-ring stove,
oven and fridge-freezer, while the generously-proportioned, stylish
bathroom features his and hers sinks, bath-tub, and oversized shower
room. The owner will have full use of all of the resort’s five-star facilities.

Ecco una rara opportunità per acquistare una proprietà all’interno
dell’esclusivo resort Carlisle Bay. Questa suite terrazza sul lungomare con
due camere da letto ha degli interni sapientemente arredati e una veranda
privata che conduce direttamente alla spiaggia dalla spaziosa master
suite.
La seconda camera ha due letti singoli, armadi a muro, macchina per
il caffè e una piccola area salotto. C’è un angolo cottura con fornello a
quattro piastre, forno e frigo-freezer, mentre l’elegante bagno spazioso
è dotato di lavandini per lui e per lei, vasca da bagno e doccia di grandi
dimensioni. Il proprietario potrà usufruire completamente di tutte le
strutture del resort a cinque stelle.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Un panorama tranquillo

Peaceful Panorama

US$1,300,00

Lu
xu

Sea Horse, Tamarind Hills
US$1,300,000

This beautifully presented, fully furnished, three-bedroom townhouse is
set on the water’s edge within the first class Tamarind Hills development.
Split over three levels it provides luxurious living spaces finished to an
extremely high standard. The ground floor features a fully fitted kitchen
with stylish, contemporary appliances and a large open plan living area.
Vast floor-to-ceiling glass doors flood the space with natural light. The
living room leads out onto a glorious sun patio with infinity plunge pool.
The second floor provides two well-sized guest bedrooms, both with ensuites and rainfall showers. The entire upper level of the property houses
a stunning master suite, offset by a beautiful vaulted ceiling.

Questa bella residenza cittadina, completamente arredata e con tre
camere da letto, si trova a ridosso dell’acqua, all’interno del complesso
di lusso delle Tamarind Hills. Suddivisa su tre livelli, questa proprietà
offre spazi abitabili lussuosi rifiniti con standard estremamente elevati.
Il piano terra dispone di una cucina completamente attrezzata con
elettrodomestici moderni ed eleganti e di un ampio soggiorno open space.
Le porte interamente in vetro permettono di illuminare radiosamente
tutto l’ambiente con luce naturale. Il soggiorno si affaccia su una spaziosa
terrazza con piscina a sfioro con trampolino. Il secondo piano dispone
di due camere da letto per gli ospiti di buone dimensioni, entrambe

con bagno privato e docce a pioggia. L’intero piano superiore
della struttura ospita una master suite mozzafiato, completata da
un bellissimo soffitto a volta.Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su
www.luxurylocations.com. Per organizzare un incontro in loco,
contattare info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Bellezza contemporanea

Contemporary Cool

Prezzo: US$1,750,00

Lu
xu

Island Breeze, Jolly Harbour
US$1,750,000

Island Breeze is a luxurious detached villa on the exclusive waterfront
development of Harbour Island within the popular Jolly Harbour gated
community. Boasting high quality decor and a spectacular outdoor living
space, its open-plan design successfully combines the best of both indoor
and outdoor living. This villa has a generous indoor living area and top
of the range kitchen. All three bedrooms are large and have en-suite
facilities. There is an additional TV room which overlooks the substantial
swimming pool. With impressive harbour views and a large boat
mooring deck, the property would make a fantastic second home and
also holds enormous income-earning potential as a rental investment.

Island Breeze è una villa indipendente situata sull’esclusivo lungomare di
Harbour Island, all’interno della famosa comunità privata di Jolly Harbour.
Il design open space, caratterizzato da arredamenti di alta qualità e da
una meravigliosa zona all’aperto permette di vivere al meglio sia la vita
all’aperto che quella al coperto. Questa villa ha un soggiorno interno
spazioso e una cucina con attrezzature di qualità. Le tre stanze da letto
sono spaziose e dotate di bagni privati. C’è anche una sala TV che si
affaccia sulla piscina. Grazie alla vista panoramica sul porto e al ponte di
ormeggio, questa proprietà è ideale come seconda casa e rappresenta un
ottimo investimento se si volesse affittare.

Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.
com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Mercer’s Creek, Willikies area Storia vivente
Living History
US$8,250,000

The country’s only remaining plantation house, Mercer’s Creek comprises
original 17th century buildings - including the Great House, sugarmill
and outbuildings - complete with period furniture and curios. With
26 acres of land, which stretch to the ocean and overlook a beautiful
archipelago of islets, the property is ideal for development and has no
planning restrictions.
The house is constructed of Cotswold stone brought from England as
ballast on merchant ships. All rooms, including the four air-conditioned
bedrooms, have multiple doors and large windows which keep the
interior light and breezy. There is also a swimming pool with bar and
sundeck, plus a separate one-bedroom guest house.

Prezzo: US$8,250,000

Mercer’s Creek, unica casa ancora rimasta in una piantagione, è
caratterizzata da edifici del 17° secolo, inclusi la Great House, lo
zuccherificio e i fabbricati annessi, ed è completamente arredata in stile
tradizionale e oggetti tipici. Questa proprietà, che si estende per 26 acri di
terreno, arriva fino all’oceano e gode di una splendida vista sulle isolette
dell’arcipelago, è ideale per lo sviluppo abitativo e non ha dei vincoli.
Questa casa è realizzata con pietra Cotswold, importata dall’Inghilterra
come zavorra sulle navi mercantili. Tutte le camere, incluse le quattro
camere da letto con aria condizionata, sono caratterizzate da porte e
finestre che mantengono lo spazio interno luminoso e arieggiato. C’è
anche una piscina con il bar e un terrazzo, oltre a una casa per gli ospiti
con una camera da letto.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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The Watch House, Jolly Harbour Solitudine suprema
Supreme Solitude
Price on request

Ensconced in the heart of the fashionable west coast area and its first-rate
amenities, The Watch House simultaneously offers enviable seclusion
and jaw-dropping panoramic vistas. This five-bedroom two-storey hilltop
villa with large shaded verandah and swimming pool is air-conditioned
throughout and exquisitely styled. The downstairs area with separate
entrance would make an ideal self-contained apartment.
The house occupies a 1.9-acre site. Included in the sale is almost
five acres of neighbouring land, subdivided into approximately half-acre
plots. Every plot boasts a stunning view and could be bought individually
or collectively.

Prezzo su richiesta

Situata nel cuore della costa occidentale alla moda con le sue strutture di
primissimo piano, The Watch House offre, allo stesso tempo, una privacy
invidiabile e delle viste panoramiche mozzafiato. Questa villa a due piani
da cinque camere da letto, situata sulla sommità della collina, è dotata di
spaziose verande coperte, di una piscina e di aria condizionata in ogni
spazio, oltre ad essere arredata con stile. Il piano terra, dotato di entrata
separata, può essere utilizzato come appartamento autonomo.
La casa occupa un terreno di 1.9 acri. Compresa nell’acquisto, vi
è una zona circostante di 5 acri, suddivisa in lotti da circa mezzo acro
ciascuna. Ogni lotto gode di una vista mozzafiato e può essere acquistato
individualmente o come pacchetto.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Cole House, Savannah
Peaceful Panorama
US$3,000,000

This beautifully appointed four-bedroom villa with separate guest
cottage will enchant anyone who dreams of owning a traditionalstyle Caribbean home with magnificent panoramic views.
A glorious sundeck and swimming pool, shaded verandah and
wrap-around balcony are the perfect places for relaxation. Set within
the private residential development of Savannah, which boasts
beautifully landscaped gardens and a communal tennis court, Cole
House benefits from a peaceful location yet close proximity to
English Harbour.

Panorama tranquillo
Prezzo: US$3,000,000

Questa favolosa villa con quattro camere da letto, con cottage separato
per gli ospiti, catturerà chiunque desideri possedere una casa tradizionale
in stile caraibico con delle splendide viste panoramiche.
Un fantastico terrazzo e una piscina, una veranda coperta e
un balcone a tutto tondo sono i luoghi perfetti per rilassarsi. Situata
all’interno del complesso residenziale privato di Savannah, che gode di
giardini meravigliosi e di campi da tennis, Cole House si trova in una
posizione tranquilla ma comunque vicina a English Harbour.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa Nirvana, Jolly Harbour

Una posizione privilegiata
Prezzo: US$2,900,000

Prize Location
US$2,900,000

Just steps from pristine sandy shores this outstanding five-bedroom home
is filled with natural light and luxurious living areas. All bedrooms are
en-suite; the master suite has water views, a walk-in closet and exquisite
bathroom with a beautiful claw-foot tub.
There is a gorgeous kitchen fitted with state-of-the-art appliances
and granite work-tops, a versatile family/media room, infinity pool and
spacious private roof terrace.

A pochi passi dalle spiagge di sabbia incontaminate, questa straordinaria
casa con cinque camere da letto è luminosissima ed è caratterizzata da
interni di lusso. Tutte le camere sono dotate di bagno privato; la master
suite ha una vista sul mare, un armadio e un bagno raffinato con una
bella vasca con piedi a zampa di leone.
C’è una splendida cucina dotata di elettrodomestici all’avanguardia
e piani di lavoro in granito, una stanza familiare/studio versatile, una
piscina a sfioro e una spaziosa terrazza privata sul tetto.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Half Moon House, Half
Moon Bay
Acclaimed Vistas
US$1,100,000

Half Moon House is a charming two-bed home with exceptional vistas
over the crescent-shaped bay which gave it its name and is a regular
‘world’s best beach’ nominee. The fact that it’s built on the edge of a
former resort tipped for redevelopment makes it a canny investment too.
Inside is a spacious open-plan kitchen, living and dining area. Both
bedrooms – and a broad sundeck - offer excellent views directly over
the bay. Included in the sale is an additional plot of land ideal for private
development.

Vista mozzafiato
US$1,000,000

Half Moon House è un’accogliente casa con due camere da letto che
gode di viste panoramiche mozzafiato sulla baia a forma di mezzaluna,
da cui ha preso il nome, e che è sempre una delle candidate ad essere
riconosciuta come spiaggia più bella del mondo. Inoltre, poiché
è costruita affianco ad un ex resort in fase di ristrutturazione, essa
rappresenta un investimento oculato.
Gli interni sono caratterizzati da un open space spazioso con cucina,
soggiorno e zona pranzo. Entrambe le camere da letto, e lo spazioso
terrazzo, offrono delle meravigliose viste panoramiche sulla baia. Incluso
nell’affare, vi è anche un lotto aggiuntivo di terreno, ideale per lo sviluppo
privato.

Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa Babylon, English
Harbour area
Vantage Point
US$2,500,000

From its private hillside perch, this attractive four-bedroom villa
commands spectacular views of Freeman’s Bay against the backdrop of
lively English Harbour. The villa’s comfortably furnished living room has
doors opening on three sides to the wrap-around terrace. The latter has
a covered dining area with formal table and chairs for al fresco dining
while enjoying the stunning vistas and the gentle trade winds. Steps lead
down to the decking where there is a pool with small Jacuzzi. All the
bedrooms have air conditioning, and the property has a fully equipped
kitchen and three bathrooms.

Punto strategico
US$2,500,000
Dalla sua posizione collinare privata, questa meravigliosa villa con
quattro camere da letto gode di una vista spettacolare sulla Freeman’s
Bay sullo sfondo del vivace English Harbour. Il soggiorno della villa con
arredamenti confortevoli ha delle porte che si aprono su tre lati del
terrazzo avvolgente. Quest’ultimo ha una zona pranzo coperta con un
tavolo formale e delle sedie per mangiare all’aperto, mentre si ammirano
i panorami mozzafiato e soffiano i leggeri alisei. Una scala porta al
pavimento in legno per esterni dove si trova una piscina con una piccola
vasca idromassaggio. Tutte le camere sono dotate di aria condizionata e
la proprietà dispone di una cucina completamente attrezzata e tre bagni.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare

info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Sugar Ridge No 8, Sugar
Ridge resort
Luxury Setting
US$1,400,000

A winsome three-bedroom property overlooking scenic Jolly
Harbour, No 8 blends quietude and privacy with all the amenities
of a luxury resort. Located within the confines of the acclaimed
Sugar Ridge resort, it offers security and easy access to the excellent
facilities. The interior comprises stylish neutral accents of cream and
beige with tiled flooring throughout and high vaulted ceilings.
A large, partially-shaded sundeck is the ideal spot to soak up the
magnificent sunsets or relax after a dip in your own infinity edge
pool. This property, which occupies a half-acre plot, has airconditioning units in each room and is for sale fully furnished.

Ambiente di lusso
Prezzo: US$1,400,000

No 8, un’attraente proprietà con tre camere da letto, con vista
panoramica sul pittoresco Jolly Harbour, combina la pace e la privacy con
le strutture di un resort di lusso. Situata all’interno del celebre resort Sugar
Ridge, offre sicurezza e un facile accesso alle strutture di prim’ordine.
Gli interni sono caratterizzati da colori panna e beige con un pavimento
piastrellato e soffitti a volte alte.
Il terrazzo spazioso, parzialmente coperto, è il luogo ideale per godersi
i tramonti mozzafiato o rilassarsi dopo un tuffo nella piscina a sfioro.
Questa proprietà, che occupa un terreno da mezzo acro, è dotata di aria
condizionata in ogni stanza ed è venduta completamente arredata.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare

info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Passion Village, Valley Church Aspirazione accessibile
Accessible Aspirations
Price from: US$400,000

Charming colonial-style homes occupy a tranquil setting less than a mile
from the hub of Jolly Harbour and a stone’s throw from one of Antigua’s
most spectacular beaches. Passion Village is a dual development,
comprising 11 homes with a large communal swimming pool and fine
dining restaurant, and an additional 16 homes on a neighbouring site.
Nature enthusiasts will be over-awed by the pristine surrounds, a
haven for local flora and fauna. Each home is fully furnished with stylish
top-of-the-range Italian fittings, including porcelain stoneware floors, plus
outdoor shower and veranda.

Prezzo da: US$400,000

Alcune affascinanti case in stile coloniale occupano un’area tranquilla
a meno di un miglio dal centro di Jolly Harbour e a due passi da una
delle spiagge più spettacolari di Antigua. Passion Village è un doppio
insediamento, che comprende 11 case con una grande piscina comunale
e un ristorante raffinato e altre 16 case su un sito adiacente. Gli
amanti della natura saranno davvero stupiti dalla bellezza della natura
incontaminata circostante, un paradiso per la flora e la fauna locali.
Ogni casa è completamente arredata con eleganti arredi italiani di prima
qualità, tra cui pavimenti in gres porcellanato, doccia esterna e veranda.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Investimento astuto

Astute Investment

US$495,000

Lu
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Villa 244A, Jolly Harbour
US$495,000

This stunning, newly renovated two-bedroom home benefits further from
its end unit placement in a prime spot in the popular Jolly Harbour gated
community. With central air-conditioning, high-end fixtures and fittings,
this property is an excellent rental investment and already has a longterm tenant.
When you enter, a wonderful large kitchen greets you. Sliding doors
open out from the living room to the outside verandah and large deck,
perfect for relaxing and enjoying the sunset views. This villa also benefits
from extra sea wall. The upstairs bedrooms have the same light and airy
feel to them as the rest of the house, both with en-suite bathrooms.

Questo splendida e recentemente rinnovata casa con due stanze
beneficia ancora di più dalla sua collocazione in una posizione
privilegiata, alla fine, nella popolare comunità privata di Jolly Harbour.
Con aria condizionata centralizzata, infissi e arredi di alta qualità, questa
proprietà è un ottimo investimento per gli affitti e ha già un inquilino
a lungo termine. Una splendida cucina di grandi dimensioni vi darà il
benvenuto appena entrati. Le porte scorrevoli del soggiorno si aprono
verso una veranda esterna di un grande patio, ideale per rilassarsi e
godersi la vista del tramonto. Questa villa beneficia anche di una diga
marina aggiuntiva. Le camere da letto al piano superiore hanno la stessa
luce e sono ariose come il resto della casa, entrambe con un bagno
privato. Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com

Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Flint House, Jumby Bay

Lu
xu

Exclusivity Redefined
Price on request

Occupying almost three acres of the private island of Jumby Bay, Flint
House boasts one of the most exclusive settings in the country. This vast
two-storey home – a magnificent vision in white with a Spanish-style roof
– is accessed by a glorious courtyard overlooked by mature palm trees Its
five bedrooms, six bathrooms, library, study and generous living areas are
exquisitely styled with luxurious fittings and furnishings throughout. Glass
doors flood the interior with light and help keep the property cool, as do the
stone-tiled floors. The large kitchen is enhanced by marble countertops, a
centre island, and contemporary chrome appliances. A sweeping staircase
leads to the upper floor. Outside, a broad terrace with relaxation and dining
areas is set before stunning landscaped gardens. There is also a tennis court,
sundeck with swimming pool and pool house, and a two-car garage.

Un nuovo concetto di esclusività
Prezzo su richiesta

Situata su quasi tre acri di terreno nell’isola privata di Jumby Bay, Flint
House si trova in una delle location più esclusive del Paese. Questa
spaziosa proprietà su due piani, di colore bianco e con un tetto in stile
spagnolo, è accessibile tramite un imponente cortile circondato da palme
mature. Le sue cinque camere da letto, i sei bagni, la biblioteca, lo studio
e le spaziose aree abitabili, sono caratterizzati da uno stile impeccabile
con finiture e arredamenti di lusso. Le porte in vetro permettono alla luce
di penetrare negli spazi interni, rendendoli luminosissimi, e aiutano a
mantenere fresco l’ambiente, così come fanno i pavimenti con piastrelle
in pietra. La spaziosa cucina è impreziosita da banconi in marmo, un’isola
centrale ed elettrodomestici moderni cromati. Un’ampia scalinata conduce
al piano superiore. All’esterno, è presente una spaziosa terrazza con vista
sui meravigliosi giardini curati, che rappresenta il luogo ideale per mangiare
o rilassarsi. C’è anche un campo da tennis, un terrazzo con piscina e pool
house, ed un garage con due posti auto. Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su
www.luxurylocations.com. Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Compass Point, Nonsuch Bay

Price on request

Superbly stylish and contemporary four-bed villa with pool

Price on request

• Set on 12 acres of land, ideal for development • Exquisite open-plan interior
• Designer fittings and fixtures • Large sundeck with magnificent ocean views

Wonderful five-bedroom property with hexagonal-shaped rooms
• 180-degree views to Bird and Green islands • Accessed via electric gates and
concrete drive • Terrace and infinity pool with hardwood decking • Spacious
and stylish living/dining

Prezzo su richiesta

Prezzo su richiesta

Splendida struttura con cinque camere da letto a forma esagonale
• Vista a 180 gradi sulle isole Bird e Green • Accesso tramite cancelli elettrici e
strada asfaltata • Terrazza e piscina a sfioro con piano di calpestio in legno
• Zona soggiorno / pranzo spaziosa ed elegante

ca
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Villa con quattro camere da letto, elegante e moderna, con piscina
• Situata su 12 acri di terreno, ideale per lo sviluppo • Meraviglioso spazio
interno open space • Arredamenti e finiture di marca • Terrazzo spazioso con
splendida vista sull’oceano

ns

Villa Susanna, Nonsuch Bay area

Moondance, Galleon Beach

New exclusive development in pristine peninsula location

Beautiful six-bedroom, classic Caribbean-style home

Price on request

Lo

Pearns Point, Jolly Harbour area

Price on request

• Luxury resort environment with five-star hotel • Homes designed by eminent
architect Piet Boon • Unique, low density scheme with unrivalled services
• Signature restaurant and bars on site

Prezzo su richiesta
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Nuovo complesso esclusivo in una zona incontaminata della penisola
• Resort di lusso con hotel a cinque stelle • Case progettate dal rinomato
architetto Piet Boon • Schema originale a bassa densità con servizi
impareggiabili • Ristorante tipico e bar in loco

• Million dollar views over English Harbour • Expansive sundeck, ample
outdoor living space, and unique design features • Includes three selfcontained guest cottages • Sheltered, matured gardens and direct beach access

Prezzo su richiesta

Stupenda vila classica in stile caraibico con sei camere da letto • Vista impareggiabile
su English Harbour • Ampia terrazza per prendere il sole, ampio spazio
abitabile all’aperto e caratteristiche uniche di design • Include tre cottage
indipendenti • Giardini riparati e completamente sviluppati e accesso diretto
alla spiaggia

Palm Villa, St John’s area

Blue House, Jolly Harbour

New contemporary four-bedroom villa in central location

Three-bedroom waterfront villa in desirable area

• Panoramic views • Large pool with huge greenheart wooden deck •
Magnificent 55ft living room with abundant seating areas • High-end fixtures
and fittings

• Peaceful location • Hurricane shutters, back-up generator and dock
• Walking distance to beach • Three bathrooms

Price Guide: US$1,300,000

Price Guide: US$850,000

Guida al prezzo: US$850,000

Guida al prezzo: US$1,300,000

Nuova e moderna villa con quattro camere da letto in posizione centrale
• Vista panoramica • Ampia piscina con spaziosa pedana in legno greenheart
• Splendido soggiorno lungo 16 m con tanti posti a sedere • Arredamento e
finiture di alta qualità

Villa sul lungomare con tre camere da letto in zona ricercata • Posizione tranquilla
• Tapparelle anti uragano, generatore di corrente di emergenza e molo
• A pochi passi dalla spiaggia • Tre bagni

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa W, Hodges Bay

Price Guide: US$950,000

Desirably located three-bedroom detached property
• Sea views to Prickly Pear Island • Tropical gardens with palm trees and
vibrant flowers • Bright airy spacious open-plan interior • Glass sliding doors
for maximum natural light

Prezzo su richiesta

Price Guide: US$495,000

Guida al prezzo: US$950,000

Proprietà sulla collina con quattro camere da letto, vicina al campo da golf
• Splendida vista mozzafiato sul mare e il campo da golf • Tante terrazze e
verande • Giardini curati con alberi da frutto maturi • Generatore di corrente di
scorta, allarme per i ladri e sistema di videosorveglianza

Villa 440, St James Club resort

Lo

Bay Villa, Nonsuch Bay

Four-bedroom hillside home near golf course
• Stunning sunset vistas over sea and golf course • Myriad sundecks and
verandahs • Landscaped gardens with mature fruit trees • Back-up generator,
burglar alarm and CCTV system

ca
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Proprietà indipendente in posizione desiderabile con tre camere da letto
• Vista sul mare su Prickly Pear Island • Giardini tropicali con palme e fiori
dai colori sgargianti • Spazio interno open space luminoso e arioso • Porte
scorrevoli in vetro per la massima luce naturale

ns

Villa Caribe, Valley Heights

Price on request

Price Guide: US$575,000

Exceptional villa within Nonsuch Bay Resort
• Large balcony overlooking the pool area • Access to four-star resort facilities
• Two large bedrooms with en-suites • Beautiful ocean views

Contemporary two-bedroom villa in resort location • Gated community and
hotel facilities • Magnificent views over Mamora Bay • Air-conditioning,
internet, cable TV • Open-plan living and kitchen area

Guida al prezzo: US$495,000

Guida al prezzo: US$575,000
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Villa spettacolare all’interno del Nonsuch Bay Resort
• Ampio balcone con vista sulla zona piscina • Accesso ai servizi di un resort
a 4 stelle • Due grandi camere da letto con bagno privato • Vista mozzafiato
sull’oceano

Villa moderna con due camere da letto all’interno di un resort
• Comunità privata e strutture alberghiere • Splendida vista panoramica su
Mamora Bay • Aria condizionata, internet, TV via cavo • Spazio abitabile open
space con cucina

Lime Cottage, Jolly Harbour

Summer House, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$495,000

Price Guide: US$495,000

Beautiful three-bedroom waterfront villa in gated community
• Stunning views • Short stroll to spectacular beach • Close to amenities
• Ideal location for holiday rental income

Charming three-bedroom waterfront villa in gated community
• Fabulous harbour views • Excellent investment opportunity • Spacious
sundeck • First-rate amenities within walking distance

Guida al prezzo: US$495,000

Guida al prezzo: US$495,000

Bellissima villa sul lungomare in una comunità privata, tre camere da letto
• Viste mozzafiato • A pochi passi dalla meravigliosa spiaggia • Vicina ai servizi
• Posizione ideale per essere affittata come casa vacanze

Attraente villa con tre camere da letto in comunità privata
• Splendida vista sul porto • Ottima opportunità d’investimento • Terrazzo
spazioso • Servizi eccellenti a pochi passi

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Seaviews, Long Bay

Price Guide: US$199,500

Price Guide: US$595,000

Inspired three-level home in tranquil condo community
• Artistic layout and styling • Spacious breezy interior • Two large verandahs
with views over Deep Bay to Monsterrat • Communal pool, sundeck and backup generator

Guida al prezzo: US$199,500

Wonderful hillside two-cottage property

• Spectacular ocean views across Long Bay to Bird Island • Both cottages have
one bedroom and one bathroom • Spacious sundeck and gazebo • Gated
community

Guida al prezzo: US$595,000

Stupenda proprietà sulla collina con due cottage
• Viste panoramiche spettacolari sull’oceano da Long Bay a Bird Island
• Entrambi i cottage hanno una camera da letto e un bagno • Terrazzo e gazebo
spaziosi • Comunità privata

ca
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Casa a tre piani in un complesso condominiale tranquillo
• Struttura artistica ed elegante • Interni spaziosi e arieggiati • Due spaziose
verande con vista da Deep Bay fino a Monsterrat • Piscina comunale, terrazzo e
generatore di corrente di scorta

ns

28 Pillar Rock, Five Islands

Chalet 310, Verandah Resort & Spa

Price Guide: US$1,450,000

Price Guide: US$250,000

Lo

Mandala House, Half Moon Bay

Stunning contemporary two-bedroom luxury villa
• Located within the exclusive Peninsular development • Open-plan interior
with vaulted ceilings • Infinity pool with sweeping bay views • Designed by
leading architect Andrew Goodenough

Guida al prezzo: US$1,450,000
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Splendida villa di lusso contemporanea con due camere da letto
• Situata all’interno del complesso esclusivo peninsulare • Interni open space
con soffitti a volta • Piscina a sfioro con vista mozzafiato sulla baia • Progettata
dal famoso architetto Andrew Goodenough

Pelican House, Turtle Bay

Unique buy-to-let opportunity on stylish one-bed suite
• Access to all of luxury all-inclusive resort’s facilities • Comes with guaranteed
rental income plus a share in the resort • 700sq ft of living space • Stunning
panoramic views from private verandah

Guida al prezzo: US$250,000

Imperdibile occasione per acquistare e affittare una suite elegante con una camera da letto
• Accesso all-inclusive a tutte le strutture di lusso del resort • Si acquista
sapendo di avere la garanzia di un reddito da affitto, oltre a una quota del resort
• 65 m² di spazio abitabile • Splendide viste panoramiche dalla veranda privata

Summer Breeze, Jolly Harbour area

Price Guide: US$1,999,995

Price Guide: US$649,000

Beachfront property over looking Falmouth Harbour
• Three bedrooms with en-suite shower rooms • Panoramic views • Beach
acesss • Opportunity to build extension or cottages

Spacious two-bedroom home on famous ‘Sleeping Indian’ hillside
• Vast shaded balcony overlooking tropical vegetation • Half an acre of land
• 12,000 gallon pool • Fully furnished; includes four-poster beds

Prezzo base: US$1,999,995

Prezzo di Riferimento: US$649,000

Proprietà fronte mare con vista su Falmouth Harbour • Tre camere da letto con
doccia interna • Viste panoramiche • Accesso alla spiaggia • Possibilità di
costruire ampliamenti o cottage

Spazioso bilocale sulla famosa collina ‘Sleeping Indian’
• Grande balcone ombreggiato con vista su vegetazione tropicale • Mezzo
acro di terra • Piscina da 45.400 litri • Interamente arredata; include 4 posti
letto

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Exhale, Crosbies

Sand Bar, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$750,000

Entirely renovated waterfront villa in desirable gated community
• 16sqft sundeck with 28ft finger jetty • Uber-chic, contemporary furnishings
throughout • Two extended bedrooms with luxury en-suites • State-of-the-art
appliances

Generously-priced two-bedroom home in upscale neighbourhood
• Stylishly decorated with quality hardwood furnishings • Sea views over
Prickly Pear Island • Fully-fenced half-acre garden • Air-conditioned bedrooms
and en-suites with rainfall showers

Guida al prezzo: US$425,000

Guida al prezzo: US$750,000

ns

Price Guide: US$425,000

Proprietà ad un prezzo conveniente, quattro camera da letto in una zona esclusiva
• Decorata con eleganza con arredamenti di qualità in legno massiccio
• Vista sul mare in direzione di Prickly Pear Island • Giardino di mezzo acro
completamente recintato • Camere da letto con aria condizionata e servizi
privati con doccia a pioggia

Town House 24, Nonsuch Bay

Coconut House, Nonsuch Bay

Lo

Price Guide: US$725,000
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Villa completamente ristrutturata sul lungomare, in una comunità privata ricercata
• Terrazzo da 1,5 m² con molo da 8,5 m • Arredamenti super chic e moderni
• Due spaziose camere da letto con servizi privati di lusso • Attrezzature
all’avanguardia

Price Guide: US$975,000

Chic east coast waterfront home
• Three bedrooms • Garden courtyard • Private pool • Located within the
Nonsuch Bay Resort

Guida al prezzo: US$725,000

Newly built three-bedroom home within Nonsuch Bay Resort
• Beautifully finished to exceptional standards • Large private garden with pool
• Planning permission to extend • Fully equipped with contemporary high-end
appliances

Guida al prezzo: US$975,000

Casa chic sul lungomare della costa est
• Tre camere da letto • Cortile con giardino • Piscina privata
• Situata all’interno del Nonsuch Bay Resort
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Casa di nuova costruzione con tre camere da letto all’interno del Nonsuch Bay Resort
• Finiture dallo standard elevato • Ampio giardino privato con piscina
• Ampia terrazza • Completamente attrezzata con elettrodomestici
contemporanei di qualità

Villa Kirby, Harbour View

Pimento Villa, Harbour View
Price Guide: US$450,000

Price Guide: US$549,000

Beautiful Caribbean-style villa close to Antigua’s finest beaches
• 2,000 sqft of interior space • Four tastefully decorated bedrooms
• Generous sundeck and swimming pool • Five-minute walk to Jolly Harbour

Spacious four-bedroom holiday home
• Three bathrooms • Large decking with gazebo • Private swimming pool
• Fully furnished

Guida al prezzo: US$450,000

Guida al prezzo: US$549,000

Bella villa in stile caraibico vicino alle meravigliose spiagge di Antigua
• 185.81m² di spazio interno • Quattro camere da letto arredate con gusto
• Terrazza spaziosa e piscina • A cinque minuti a piedi da Jolly Harbour

Villa spaziosa con quattro camere da letto
• Tre bagni • Ampio piano di calpestio in legno con gazebo • Piscina privata
• Completamente arredata

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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The Cove Suite, Blue Waters

Villa 414B, North Finger Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$425,000

ns

Price Guide: US$395,000

Luxury one-bedroom resort suite
• Housed within a large villa with infinity pool • Stunning sea views
• Colonial-style elegance meets contemporary facilities • Over-sized bathroom
with free-standing tub

Well-presented south-facing two-bedroom villa
• Extra large decking • 25ft finger pier • Extended master bedroom
• Short walk to beach

Guida al prezzo: US$425,000

Villa ben tenuta orientata a sud con due camere da letto
• Ampio piano di calpestio • Banchina da 7,6 m • Camera da letto matrimoniale
molto spaziosa • A pochi passi dalla spiaggia

Price Guide: US$295,000

Hamilton No 2, St Marys

Lo

Villa 408A, Jolly Harbour
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Suite in resort di lusso con una camera
• Ospitato all’interno di una grande villa con piscina a sfioro • Splendida vista
sul mare • L’eleganza dello stile coloniale si fonde con le strutture moderne
• Bagno molto ampio con vasca rialzata

Guida al prezzo: US$395,000

Price Guide: US$285,000

End unit two-bedroom waterfront home • Three balconies offering scenic views
• Air-conditioning units throughout • Electric hurricane shutters • Ideally
located for holiday rentals

Upper floor garden apartment with superb hillside views
• 2 bedrooms • Large communal pool • Gated community • Good rental
returns

Guida al prezzo: US$295,000

Guida al prezzo: US$285,000

Appartamento al piano superiore con giardino con splendida vista sulla collina
• Due camere da letto • Grande piscina comunale • Proprietà privata con
cancello • Buoni introiti da eventuali affitti
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Proprietà terminale sul lungomare, due camere da letto
• Tre balconi con viste panoramiche • Aria condizionata dappertutto •
Tapparelle elettriche anti uragano • Situata in posizione ideale per essere
affittata

Hamilton Estate 3, Valley Church

Summer Breeze, Jolly Harbour area

Price Guide: US$275,000

Price Guide: US$649,000

Well-appointed two-bedroom apartment in tranquil location
• Couched in lush natural vegetation • Breezy verandah with outside dining
area • Ideally located for rentals • Excellent investment opportunity

Spacious two-bedroom home on famous ‘Sleeping Indian’ hillside
• Vast shaded balcony overlooking tropical vegetation • Half an acre of land
• 12,000 gallon pool • Fully furnished; includes four-poster beds

Guida al prezzo: US$275,000

Guida al prezzo: US$649,000

Appartamento ben arredato con due stanze in posizione tranquilla
• Nascosto in una rigogliosa vegetazione naturale • Veranda areata con zona
pranzo esterna • Situato in posizione ideale per gli affitti • Ottima opportunità
d’investimento

Spaziosa casa con due camere da letto sulla famosa collina ‘Sleeping indian’
• Ampio balcone ombreggiato con vista sulla vegetazione tropicale • Mezzo
acro di terra • Piscina da 45.400 litri • Completamente arredata; letti a
baldacchino

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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VILLA MANAGEMENT
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1. YOUR WAY
There are a number of different ways we can manage your
property. Choose from our many services to ensure your
property is managed the way you want it.
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2. MAXIMISING RENTAL INCOME
We realise that the needs of each homeowner are different. We
can tailor your management package to suit your needs, be it
short term or long term rentals, or accommodating for your
holiday.

3. KEEPING OUR PROMISE

Lo

We will always care for your property as if it were our own. No
matter the issue we want you to feel you can let us take care of
it to give you the peace of mind you want when leaving your
property in our care.

With you every step of the way
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Letting your property can be a scary business. We want to make sure that you
get exactly what you want, whether it’s a manager to maintain your property
in your absence for peace of mind or full rental management to maximise
your return on investment.
We insist on only using the best and
most qualified maintenance staff for
all our properties

% Call us today on +1 268 562 7814
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www.villa-management-antigua.com
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P.O. Box 413, St. John’s Antigua, W.I.
tel 268 462 0049 • fax 268 462 9441
email kia-anu@candw.ag • website www.kelsickinsuranceagency.com
St. John’s - The Vineyard, Redcliffe Street
Jolly Harbour - Unit 21 Commercial Centre, Marina Drive

PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Villa 411A, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$275,000

Price Guide: US$245,000

Waterfront two-bedroom villa on Jolly Harbour’s South Finger
• Retiled throughout, new bathrooms and kitchen • Above-water decking
• Garage transformed into laundry room • Stylish fully-equipped kitchen

Tastefully revamped two-bedroom waterfront villa
• Beautifully maintained end unit • Excellent investment opportunity
• Two and a half bathrooms and two balconies

Guida al prezzo: US$275,000

Guida al prezzo: US$245,000
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Villa 224C, Jolly Harbour

Villa ristrutturata con gusto sul lungomare con due camere da letto
• Ultima casa splendidamente mantenuta • Ottima opportunità d’investimento
• Banchina da 9 m • Due bagni e mezzo e due balconi
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Villa sul lungomare con due camere da letto nel South Finger di Jolly Harbour
• Completamente ripiastrellata, nuovi bagni e cucina • Ponte sopra il
livello dell’acqua • Garage trasformato in lavanderia • Cucina elegante
completamente attrezzata

Villa Floriana, English Harbour area

Villa 419A, Jolly Harbour

Lo

Price Guide: US$675,000

Price Guide: US$228,000

Interesting Caribbean-style property comprising three separate units
• 10,000 sqft plot including mature landscaped gardens • Comprises two twobed apartments, and one-bed cottage • All units finished to high standard
• All bathrooms are large, stylish and very creative

Guida al prezzo: US$675,000

Guida al prezzo: US$228,000

Casa ben mantenuta con due camere da letto in zona attraente
• Cucina completamente attrezzata • Balcone privato dalla camera da letto
matrimoniale • Aria condizionata • Meravigliosa vista sul lungomare
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Interessante proprietà in stile caraibico composta da tre unità separate
• 929 m² di terreno, con giardino completamente sviluppato • Si compone di
due appartamenti con due stanze ciascuno e un cottage ad una stanza per le
vacanze • Tutte le unità rifinite secondo standard elevati • Tutti i bagni sono
grandi, eleganti e molto originali

Well-maintained two-bedroom home in desirable area
• Fully equipped kitchen • Private balcony from master bedroom
• Air-conditioning • Majestic waterfront views

Villa 332F, Jolly Harbour

Villa Nicobar, Galley Bay

Price Guide: US$200,000

Price Guide: US$3,900,000

Beautiful two-bedroom villa overlooking the golf course
• Private master suite balcony • Private plunge pool • Short walk to the beach
• Secluded outdoor terrace with mountain views

Luxury five-bedroom villa located in the exclusive Galley Bay Heights community
• Uninterrupted views of the sea and beach • Spectacular open plan living
area • Italian designer kitchen • Underground rock wine cellar

Guida al prezzo: US$200,000

Guida al prezzo: US$3,900,000

Bella villa con due camere da letto con vista sul campo da golf
• Master suite privata con balcone • Piscina privata • A pochi passi dalla
spiaggia • Terrazza esterna appartata con vista sulle montagne

Villa di lusso composta da 5 camere da letto e situata nell’esclusivo complesso residenziale
di Galley Bay Heights
• Vista diretta sul mare e sulla spiaggia • Spettacolare soggiorno a pianta aperta
• Cucina in stile italiano • Cantina sotterranea in roccia pura

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Price on request

Price on request
100 acres of prime south coast land
• Close proximity to historic Nelson’s Dockyard • Excellent investment
opportunity • Perfect for commercial or residential development • Superb view
over magnificent Willoughby Bay

Prezzo su richiesta

Land available in the heart of Nelson’s Dockyard National Park
• Stunning harbour views • One small house already on site • Ideal for
subdivision or development • Close proximity to area’s numerous amenities

Prezzo su richiesta

Terreno disponibile nel cuore del Parco nazionale di Nelson Dockyard
• Vista mozzafiato sul porto • Una piccola casa già presente sul posto
• Ideale per la suddivisione o lo sviluppo • Vicino a numerosi servizi presenti
nella zona
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100 acri di terreno in zona attraente sulla costa sud
• Nei pressi dello storico Nelson’s Dockyard • Ottima opportunità
d’investimento • Perfetto per lo sviluppo commerciale o residenziale • Splendida
vista sulla magnifica Willoughby Bay
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Nine-acre plot, English Harbour

Willoughby Bay land

Barracuda 7, Tamarind Hills

Prime development land in the centre of Jolly Harbour marina
• High demand waterfront site • Fully serviced 9,049 sqft parcel
• Approximately 66ft of sea wall • Within gated community with 24-hour
security

State-of-the-art five-bedroom home in exclusive new development
• Panoramic Caribbean Sea views • Exquisite fittings and furnishings
throughout • All bedrooms have luxuriously appointed en-suites • Large
sundeck and infinity pool

Guida al prezzo: US$395,000

Guida al prezzo: US$2,400,000

Price Guide: US$395,000
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Harbour Island Plot 47, Jolly Harbour
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Terreno in posizione privilegiata nel centro di Jolly Harbour Marina
• Posizione in un sito ad alta domanda sul lungomare • Completamente
assistito 9.049 pacchi piedi quadrati • Lotto interamente attrezzato da 836.13
m² • Proprietà privata con cancello e sorveglianza 24 ore

Price Guide: US$2,400,000

Proprietà su due piani all’interno di un resort a cinque stelle
• Unità disponibili: quattro camere da letto • Balconi e porte scorrevoli con
vetrata con una vista spettacolare sull’oceano • Elegantissime piscine a sfioro
di colore nero • Magnifica posizione, in cima alla collina e rivolta verso il
tramonto

Pimento Villa, Harbour View

Crosbies 18,270 sqft plot
Price Guide: From US$237,510

Price Guide: US$450,000

Desirably located land with convenient road access
• Prime hillside position with sweeping sea views • Excellent investment
opportunity • Conveniently located for airport and St John’s • Pleasant village
community close to acclaimed restaurants

Beautiful Caribbean-style villa close to Antigua’s finest beaches
• 2,000 sqft of interior space • Four tastefully decorated bedrooms
• Generous sundeck and swimming pool • Five-minute walk to Jolly Harbour

Guida al prezzo: da US$237,510

Guida al prezzo: US$450,000

Terreno in posizione attraente con accesso conveniente tramite strada
• Posizione collinare privilegiata con vista stupenda sul mare • Ottima
opportunità d’investimento • Situato in posizione strategica per l’aeroporto e St
John’s • Piacevole villaggio vicino ai ristoranti acclamati

Bella villa in stile caraibico vicino alle meravigliose spiagge di Antigua
• 185.81m² di spazio interno • Quattro camere da letto arredate con gusto
• Terrazza spaziosa e piscina • A cinque minuti a piedi da Jolly Harbour

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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HOLIDAY LETS.

Featherhead, Harbour View

Villa Sull Oceano, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$12,000
Featherhead
- per week

Price from US$1,750
Featherhead
- per week

Just seconds away from Jolly Harbour, this fabulous four-bedroom property with
swimming pool is within easy access of several bars and restaurants, an-18 hole
golf course, tennis and squash courts, a well-stocked supermarket – and one of
the island’s finest beaches.
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An exquisite villa, newly built and luxuriously oversized, this property blends
contemporary and romantic designs with superb furnishings. The spacious
layout allows utmost privacy for each of the four air-conditioned bedrooms
which all have en-suites. Outside, there is a pool with bar stools and Jacuzzi.
The spacious sun terrace with views across the Caribbean Sea offers a
spectacular spot for sunbathing or sunset cocktails.

Coral Beach House, Jolly Harbour

Villa Nirvana, Jolly Harbour
Price from US$7,525 per week

Price from US$6,500 per week
This four-bedroom, five-bathroom villa on breathtaking coral sands boasts
beautiful landscaped gardens with panoramic views of the Caribbean Sea and
the volcanic isle of Montserrat beyond. All bedrooms are air-conditioned. The
property benefits further from its desirable location with close proximity to the
area’s abundant amenities – and a fabulous roof terrace for sunbathing and
stargazing.
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Just steps from pristine sandy shores this outstanding four-bedroom home is
filled with natural light and luxurious living areas. All bedrooms are en-suite;
the master suite has water views, a walk-in closet and exquisite bathroom with
a beautiful claw foot tub. There is a gorgeous kitchen fitted with state-of-the-art
appliances and granite work-tops, a versatile family/media room, infinity pool
and spacious private roof terrace.

Villa Sunset, Sugar Ridge resort

Villa 238A, Jolly Harbour
Price from US$875 per week

Price from US$650 per night

Situated within a gated community with 24-hour security, this two-bedroom
villa boasts wonderful views across the marina from its outdoor terrace and
decking, perfect for al fresco dining and enjoying the wonderful Caribbean
sunsets. Downstairs there is an open-plan living, dining and kitchen area.
The property is fully air-conditioned and has two and a half bathrooms and a
balcony from the master suite. It’s close to amenities, bars and restaurants.

With its classic Caribbean design, Villa Sunset has been designed to take
advantage of the cooling breeze, finished and furnished to a high specification
with modern interior with glass pocket doors and picture windows to frame the
stunning Sugar Ridge views. Three king-size bedroom suites, each with double
vanities, are linked to the main pavilion by covered terraces. The pavilion
opens onto an outdoor dining and living area with sundeck and pebble-tiled
infinity pool.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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HOLIDAY LETS.
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Brown’s Bay Estate, Brown’s Bay

Villa 224C, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$12,250 per week

A charming two-bedroom waterfront villa with two and a half bathrooms, and a
balcony accessed from the master suite. The property has been revamped with
new bathrooms and a new fully fitted kitchen. The spacious, open-plan living
and dining area has patio doors leading onto the outdoor terrace and decking.
Set in a gated community, the home benefits further from close proximity to
numerous amenities.

This bayfront luxury villa comprises three living quarters, interconnected by
natural stone-paved walkways, comfortably sleeping up to eight guests. There
are four bedrooms and bathrooms, including a charming outdoor bathroom.
The fully-fenced property is entered via electric gates and a private drive. It
borders a tranquil bay with its own dock and private beach with sun-loungers
and kayaks. There is regular maid service, Wifi, cable TV in all bedrooms,
international phone line, printer, and gym equipment.
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Price from US$875 per week

Villa 420F, Jolly Harbour

Windmill House, Jolly Harbour
Price from US$5,500 per week

Price from US$900 per week
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A luxurious waterfront villa within the desirable gated community of Jolly
Harbour. The property has three luxurious double bedrooms and a fourth
bedroom with two sets of bunk beds and a single bed. All bedrooms have ensuites. There are two fully fitted kitchens, a beautifully furnished indoor living
area and spectacular outdoor relaxation spaces with private pool, sundeck and
al fresco dining area.

This charming two-bedroom waterfront villa offers all the comforts of home
along with first-rate amenities within gentle walking distance. Located in the
heart of the Jolly Harbour gated community, Villa 420F’s end unit setting provides
additional quietude and tranquillity. The stylish open-plan interior includes an
attractive kitchen with wooden units, contemporary appliances and a breakfast
bar. The living and dining area has large comfortable sofas for ultimate relaxation
and a dining table for four. Sliding glass doors from the lounge lead onto wooden
decking which gives way to an additional sundeck directly on the water.

Indian View, Jolly Harbour

Villa Capri, Galley Bay Heights
Price from US$10,500 per week

Price from US$3,500 per week

This spectacular four-bedroom hillside home with separate guest cottage falls
within an exclusive development, renowned for its jaw-dropping panoramic
sea vistas. There is a large sundeck with comfortable stylish furniture, dining
area and infinity pool. The open-plan, air-conditioned interior includes vast
living and dining area, a spacious modern kitchen, entertainment room, and
gym. All four bedrooms have en-suite bathrooms and verandahs. The onebedroom guest cottage has a bathroom, verandah, living area, minibar and its
own pool access.

This stylish three-bedroom villa offers spectacular views, privacy and close
proximity to amenities. A shaded verandah gives way to a large open-plan
living, dining and kitchen area, decorated in clean neutral accents with chic
rattan furniture. High ceilings and tiled floors throughout help keep the interior
cool. The property sleeps six people with additional space for a child’s cot
adjoining the master suite.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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LONG TERM RENTALS.

Villa 403F, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$2,500 per month

Price US$850 per month

An exclusive four-star apartment complex of six three-bedroom, beautifully
finished apartments. Overlooking the golf course, they’re within walking
distance of the area’s acclaimed restaurants, bars, international supermarket,
pharmacy, gym and beaches. These properties are decorated in a colonial style,
offering air-conditioned luxury living with a large communal pool with space
for up to 25 sun loungers.

Fans of the great outdoors will love the fabulous views of the marina from
this charming two-bedroom waterfront villa. The open plan living, dining and
kitchen area has glass doors leading out to a large covered terrace with lots of
space for dining, lounging in the sun, or just relaxing. Upstairs are two decentsized bedrooms, each with en-suite shower rooms. The master bedroom has
large glass doors opening onto a nice roomy balcony affording more scenic
vistas. This villa has a washer/dryer and cable TV.

Palm Villa, Belmont
Price from US$2,500 per month
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Colibri Court, Jolly Harbour

Paradise View, Dickenson Bay
Price from US$3,500 per month
This attractive four-bedroom home’s elevated location affords magnificent
scenes over beautiful Dickenson Bay. Accessed via an electric gate, it has a
stylish open-plan interior, polished wooden floors throughout and French doors
opening onto a wide wrap-around balcony. The huge master bedroom has
an en-suite shower room and there is also a generously-proportioned shared
bathroom with a large tub, leading out to a glorious pergola-covered outdoor
shower. Paradise View has a swimming pool with charming sundeck.
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Panoramic views of Antigua give this contemporary four-bedroom, fourbathroom villa its edge. It has four 35ft long galleries, two upstairs and two
downstairs, ensuring that every bedroom has acce ss to the stunning vistas. The
magnificent 55ft living area boasts soft leather sofas and spot lighting. Outside,
a 35ft x 18ft pool is surrounded by a huge greenheart deck, outdoor dining area
and sun loungers.

Waterside, Jolly Harbour area

The White House, Jolly Harbour area

Price from US$2,000 per month

Price from US$2,000 per month

Fully-furnished and air-conditioned throughout, Waterside’s peaceful location
in a quiet street within the Jolly Harbour gated community makes it ideal for
families. This charming three-bedroom, two-bathroom waterfront villa has a
fully-fitted kitchen, washing machine, internet and cable TV. Waterside has
a large sundeck with gazebo and is within walking distance of the beach, a
communal pool, supermarket, restaurants and all the other amenities Jolly
Harbour has to offer.

With a stylishly-designed, air-conditioned interior, sundeck and pool, White
House is a wonderfully equipped and located four-bedroom home. Inside,
the focus is on cool, clean neutral and monochrome accents. There is a
comfortable and spacious living area, with seating for up to eight people and
a dining table for six. The large fully-equipped kitchen is complete with fridge,
four-ring stove, grill, microwave, freezer, oven and dishwasher. Each of the
bedrooms is generously proportioned.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Want to see the best of what Antigua &
Barbuda has to offer? Book with us!

Our helpful and friendly team can advise on all local tours and excursions – and book them for you.

Highlights include fun-packed circumnavigation boat trips, sunset cruises, zip-wiring through the rainforest, ATV tours,
scuba diving, snorkelling, swimming with stingrays, helicopter rides, trips to Barbuda and more.
Make it a holiday to remember.

Call into our offices at the Portofino building, Jolly Harbour or call (+268) 562-7814

www.villa-management-antigua.com

LIVE.
My Antigua - A French connection with Antigua
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2 Describe the moment you fell in love with
Antigua. From the moment we stepped on
the island we were struck by an intangible
feeling of peacefulness and safety thanks to
the stunning beauty of the deserted beaches
and the warm welcome we received from the
Antiguans. We were home.

2 How has the experience here been
here so far? An incredible journey – and a
learning curve with many components. The
language barrier was a big one when we
first moved. Speaking English to our clients,
providers, co-workers and new friends
required mental exertion and goodwill with
all the different accents on the island! The
customs and habits were new to us and
we found it was a new rhythm to learn. In
Europe there is a lot more stress – not that
managing a business here is always a walk
in the park– but we’ve found ourselves
a lot more relaxed than we used to be.
Ultimately, this journey has pushed us out
of our comfort zone and challenged us to
become part of a new culture.
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2 How did your first visit to Antigua come
about? We wanted to settle down in the
Caribbean so we visited several islands
which also included St Lucia, St Barts, St
Maarten and Guadeloupe. Antigua stood
out because it felt so safe. It ticked most
boxes on our ‘dream list’. In May 2013
we got in touch with a local commercial
realtor and came back to Antigua to visit a
couple of businesses. By the time we flew
back to France we were convinced this was
the perfect next step for us.
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Each year, hundreds of thousands of Europeans follow their dream of emigrating to a
foreign land of kindly climes and barefoot living in insouciant environs. Restaurateurs
Alain and Sandrine Muller, from Lyon in France, moved to Antigua in October 2013
after buying bustling Jolly Harbour Italian eatery Al Porto.
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2 What did your friends and family say
when you announced you were leaving?
Mixed feelings. They were sad to see us
move so far away from France but also
happy for us. They were excited to have a
new holiday destination! After all, it’s not
every day one of their friends up and moves
to a tropical paradise.

2 How easy was it to bring a pet and how
has she adjusted to the island? It’s not
difficult to move to Antigua with your pet.
However it does require good knowledge
of local laws and regulations for the
paperwork. She is happy here even though
the climate is not ideal for European pets.
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2 How does running Al Porto differ to
your brasserie in Montpellier? Managing
a restaurant in Antigua is very different;
products and supplies are more complex
to obtain and there’s less choice than
in Europe. Also the staff; in France most
people come out of business hospitality
schools, while here they have learnt on the
job. Our staff here are more willing to learn
and share their experiences with us. As the
Rolling Stones said: you can’t always get
what you want but you get what you need.

Four-legged family: ‘Hermes’ may be the
only Chinese shar-pei on island
120

2 If you could have any famous person,
living or dead, dine at Al Porto who would
it be? (Sandrine) Jean-Paul Belmondo, the
French actor who has a house at Pigeon
Point.

2 What are your favourite local
discoveries? We love Jolly Harbour
and English Harbour but also Long Bay,
Dickenson Bay and Nonsuch Bay. We love
the view from Shirley Heights and our
favourite beaches are Valley Church and
Darkwood. Foodwise, the hot spots are
Sheer Rocks, Catherine’s Café and Jacqui
O’s. Make sure you try the local chicken
curry or grilled lobsters! Then there are the
joys of scuba diving, afternoons spent on
catamarans and the beauty of neighbouring
Barbuda.
2 What’s your nicest Antiguan memory?
Taking a tour of Antigua by boat. This island
is splendid and has a wealth of treasures
hidden in its nooks and crannies.
2 Any advice for others looking to move
to Antigua?
Be patient. Take time to visit the island,
maybe live here a couple of months before
starting work. Take advantage of the very
supportive community around you if you
need help.
2 How would you describe Antigua in
three adjectives? Peacefulness. Community.
Beauty. n
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Let us take your property
to new heights.
Contact us for aerial photography of your property.

Head Office, Luxury Locations, Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour, St Mary’s, Antigua
Telephone: +1268 562 8174 | info@luxurylocations.com | www.luxurylocations.com
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